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By Dave Gahary 

 
 

W
hile the Top 10 CEOs of 
some of the largest 
pharmaceutical com-
panies in the world 
have pay packages av-

eraging $30 million a year, average 
Americans who depend on the prod-
ucts these masters of industry sell 
are dying to buy their drugs, literally. 
And this is not new to 2019. Ordinary 
Americans who can’t afford the thou-
sands of dollars it costs to stay alive 
have been dying for decades, as a di-
rect result of the massive price in-
creases Big Pharma has been getting 
away with since that time. 

Take 26-year-old Alec Smith from 
Minnesota, a type 1 diabetic. 

Because of his condition, Smith 
was required to take insulin every 
day, which was not an issue when he 
was on his parents’ health insurance. 
But when he turned 26, he was forced 
off their insurance policy and became 
responsible for the $1,300 a month it 
cost for him to stay alive. Unable to af-
ford the insulin, Smith began rationing, 
which resulted in him falling into a di-
abetic coma. He died alone in his 
apartment. 

This tragedy is made much worse, 
because the inventors of the 97-year-
old medication, synthetic insulin, “sold 
the patent for about $3 to get the 
drug to as many diabetics as possible.” 
But drug makers have gotten around 

patent expirations like this by making 
small tweaks to their products, al-
lowing them to keep patent protection 
ongoing for years, to the detriment of 
those whose lives depend on these 
medications. As an example, the price 
of insulin tripled from 2002 to 2013, 
with three of the top manufacturers 
hiking the price at least 10 times over 
the past decade. 

For the more than 1,000 drugs 
whose prices are being raised this 
year, the average increase will be 
around 6%, incredibly a much smaller 
percentage price hike than in previous 
years. In 2018, there were around 
“2,100 price increases with a median in-
crease of 9%, compared to just under 
1,400 hikes with a typical jump of 
9.1% a year earlier,” according to a 

stock market analyst. 
Drug powerhouse Allergan, whose 

CEO Brenton L. Saunders brought 
home nearly $40 million last year, 
raised prices on over half its portfo-
lio—51 drugs—on Jan. 1. “Some 27 
medications saw a 9.5% jump and the 
rest a 4.9% increase,” reported CBS 
News. 

For Americans who have watched 
their real wages steadily decline for 
over three decades and have been 
forced to spend over half a trillion dol-
lars on prescription medications in 
2018, this is a most unwelcome trend. 

While straight-out price gouging is 
adding to the daily misery of millions 
of Americans, shortages and recalls are 
also leading drug makers to raise 
prices. 

The Wall Street Journal reported on 
Jan. 18 that numerous drug manufac-
turers “have sharply boosted prices of 
some older, low-cost prescription med-
icines amid supply shortages and re-
calls—in some cases, by threefold 
and more.” 

The paper highlighted the popular 
blood-pressure drug valsartan, which 
has seen its price skyrocket “since a se-
ries of safety-related recalls of the 
drug by other manufacturers began last 
summer.” A Houston retiree who was 
paying $13 for a 90-day supply of the 
drug is now forced to pay over $100. 
Even worse, the muscle relaxant 
methocarbamol saw one supplier raise 
the price of a bottle from $8.49 to $105 
due to an alleged “supply shortage.”  

“Of the nearly 120 drugs listed by the 
Food and Drug Administration as cur-
rently or recently in shortage,” re-
ports the Journal, “about one-third had 
price increases after the shortages 
started.” 

President Donald J. Trump has made 
reining in drug price increases a top pri-
ority, and his administration issued a 44-
page plan last year on his “vision for in-
creasing competition, reducing regu-
lations and changing incentives for 
players in the industry.” ★

Christian students latest victims 
of mainstream media fake news. 
See “This Week in Fake News,” pages  6-9

Professor in trouble for satirizing, 
fooling gullible PC academics.  

See page 4

Up-and-coming GOP personality 
punished for alleged racism.  

See page 10

Protestors, supporters follow Trump 
to McAllen, Texas for “wall” rally. 

See pages 22-23
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Y
ou’d think, by now, the mainstream me-
dia had hit rock bottom, but—nope—
they just keep digging. And that’s why 
AMERICAN FREE PRESS has decided to 
roll out a new feature we’re calling 

“This Week in Fake News.” 
First came a report on Jan. 17 from Buzz-

Feed Media that President Donald Trump had 
ordered his former attorney to perjure himself 
in front of Congress. According to the article, 
two unnamed law enforcement officials told 
BuzzFeed journalists that special prosecutor 
Robert Mueller’s team was investigating the 
charge. CNN, The Washington Post, The New 
York Times—all the big media outlets jumped 
on the story with talk of impeaching the presi-
dent, only to have cold water poured over the 
whole affair when, a day later, Mueller’s own 
staff issued a rare public statement disputing 
the claim, saying BuzzFeed’s “description” was 
“not accurate.” 

But all of that was quickly eclipsed by the 
fake news bonanza about an event that took 
place on the afternoon of Jan. 18, at the Lin-
coln Memorial in Washington, D.C. following 
the March for Life protest.  

This story played out on the Internet and in 
the news throughout the weekend of Jan. 19-
20, but we felt it was important enough to ded-
icate considerable editorial space for those 
who didn’t get the true story. We’re talking 
about the now-infamous incident whereby a 
Native American protester by the name of 
Nathan Phillips was filmed face-to-face with a 
smiling 16-year-old boy, who had been waiting 
with a group of other boys for a bus to take 
them back home to Kentucky after a day of 
peaceful demonstration and sightseeing. 

By now, most people know how this bogus 
story blew up on an otherwise quiet Sunday 
morning. A snippet of a video was released that 
showed a group of young, mostly white boys 
being incredibly disrespectful to an old man. A 
still taken from that video showed one boy 
standing right in front of the old man, appear-
ing to have a smirking smile on his face. 

The media and liberal activists on the Inter-
net were quick to pounce on the story because, 
simply put, it appeared to tick all of the boxes 
for them. They were all males in the group—
check. They were all white except for one or 
two boys—check. They all went to a private 
Christian school and had been protesting abor-
tion—check. But, worst of all, many of them 
appeared to be Trump supporters, who were 
wearing those red baseball hats that say, “Make 
America Great Again”—check and check. 

Within hours on Sunday, Jan. 20, the boys 
had been condemned by media pundits, 
celebrities, and prominent left-wing and con-
servative activists. Their identities had been 
sourced. Their school had been contacted. 
Their parents had received death threats. 

But then something happened. 
By Sunday night, new footage had emerged, 

including a two-hour-long video, which 
showed the boys had done nothing wrong at 
all. They were just standing there, having fun, 
while two groups of adults—the Native Amer-
icans and a bizarre group of black men who 
claim to be the true descendants of the Is-
raelites—were the bad actors. 

By Monday morning, a few brave souls in 
the mainstream media recognized their mis-
take and apologized, even going so far as to 
take down hateful screeds written about the 

boys. Still, though, amazingly, despite the over-
whelming evidence that the boys did nothing 
wrong, despite the fact that it was revealed 
Phillips was the one who walked up to the 
group of boys and shouted “go back to Eu-
rope” at them, despite the fact that the boys en-
dured the black men calling them gay and 
racial slurs—the attacks on them and their 
community haven’t stopped. In fact, as AMERI-
CAN FREE PRESS went to press on Jan. 24, they 
still hadn’t stopped. The boys are still being 
threatened and called terrible names in the 
news and on social media. 

So here’s the thing: The fact that over-
whelming evidence shows the boys were in-
nocent in all of this shows that this wasn’t 
really ever about them. It has always been 
about a very vocal, powerful group of Ameri-
cans, mostly on the left, who are so invested in 
their hatred of Trump that they were willing to 
publicly humiliate, threaten, and even advo-
cate violence against American children, who 
had done nothing wrong other than appear to 
be supporters of the president. 

We’re happy to say that we didn’t fall for it, 
mostly because we’re not caught up in this 
crazy cycle where, every day, people’s emo-
tions and outrage are farmed for advertising 
revenue. There’s something to be said about 
putting out a biweekly newspaper where you 
actually have time to pause and think critically 
about the most important issues of the day.  H 

 
 

—CHRISTOPHER J. PETHERICK 
Executive Editor 

FAKE NEWS: We Haven’t Hit Rock Bottom Yet?
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News You May Have Missed
 

Arpaio Case Just Bizarre 
 
Former Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio 
filed a petition at the Supreme Court on Jan. 23 
to overturn the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals’ appointment of a special prosecutor 
tasked with making the case to limit the scope 
of the pardon he received from President Don-
ald Trump. In July 2017, the U.S. district judge 
who oversaw his case, Susan Bolton, refused to 
vacate the ruling, claiming that the pardon only 
applied to his sentence not the conviction. 
Arpaio appealed that ruling to the 9th Circuit, 

and the prosecutor in charge of bringing the 
case from the Department of Justice (DOJ) 
even sided with Arpaio, saying the pardon ap-
plies both to his criminal record and the sen-
tence. Bizarrely, the three-judge panel at the 9th 
Circuit disagreed with the DOJ prosecutor and 
appointed their own special prosecutor to argue 
the case against Arpaio. “President Trump is 
right: The 9th Circuit is a political disaster,” 
Arpaio told reporters. “Look at my case. Demo-
crat judges appointed their own prosecutor, 
which we feel is illegal.” 
 

Fighting Back Against Hate 
 
A prominent advocacy group that pushes for 
strict immigration went to court earlier in Jan-
uary to demand a judge order the Southern 
Poverty Law Center (SPLC) to stop labeling it a 
“hate group.” The Center for Immigration Stud-
ies (CIS) charges that the SPLC’s accusations 
that it is “racist” and “anti-immigrant” are wrong 
and have cost the nonprofit support and finan-
cial backing by scaring people away from doing 
business with the center. CIS executive direc-
tor Mark Krikoria contends that his organiza-
tion doesn’t meet the SPLC’s definition of a hate 
group, and the Alabama-based “watchdog” 
knows it but persists anyway, which he says is 
evidence of a “racket.” “SPLC and its leaders 
have every right to oppose our work on immi-

gration, but they do not have the right to label 
us a hate group and suggest we are racists,” he 
said. “The Center for Immigration Studies is 
fighting back against the SPLC smear campaign 
and its attempt to stifle debate through intimi-
dation and name-calling.” 

 
Good for the Goose 

 
On Jan. 14, conservative activist Laura Loomer 
hired three illegal immigrants to pitch a tent in 
front of the wall that surrounds the expensive 
home of Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi (D-
Calif.) in Napa, Calif. after Rep. Pelosi called 
walls “immoral.” Police were eventually called 
to disband the group, saying they were on pri-
vate property. When police officers showed up 
to question her, Loomer argued, “Nancy is a 
very rich Democrat, and she believes that every-
one is welcome here, and sanctuary is a human 
right.” The police didn’t see it that way, and nei-
ther did Rep. Pelosi when Loomer and the ille-
gal immigrants invaded the border of Pelosis’ 
property. 
 

More Fake News 
 
When video exonerated a group of white 16-
year-old boys from Kentucky, who, it turned 
out, were not terrible, entitled, disrespectful, 
smirking jerks to an old Native American man, 
NBC doubled down, trying to cast their entire 
school as home to hateful anti-gay bigots that 
had barred a gay student from giving the vale-
dictorian speech at graduation in 2018. The 
problem with that story was, according to a re-
port from USA Today datelined May 2018, the 
boy’s speech was cancelled not because he was 
gay but because he was late turning it in and be-
cause it was too political. More importantly, 
though, NBC failed to report that the boy whose 
speech was cancelled didn’t actually go to Cov-
ington High School in Kentucky. He went to a 
completely different school than the boys who 
faced threats and harassment when their faces 
appeared in video that was taken at the Lincoln 
Memorial on Jan. 18. 
 

Students Should “Just Die” 
 
INE Entertainment, which owns and operates 
several popular news, commentary, and sports 
websites, fired writer Erik Abriss after he said 
he wanted the pro-Trump Covington Catholic 
students “to die,” along with their parents. “I 
just want these people to die. Simple as that. 
Every single one of them. And their parents,” 
Abriss posted to Twitter. 
 
Peer Pressure & Gender Dysphoria 

 
A new study by the National Institute of Health 
seemingly takes issue with the rising number of 
teenagers who say they want to “transition” to 
the opposite sex. The new study labeled this 

phenomenon “rapid-onset gender dysphoria” 
and largely attributed the new claims among 
teens to “social and peer contagion,” which re-
sults in “cluster outbreaks” of gender dysphoria 
among friends. It specifically called out the rise 
of YouTube videos that promote this, adding 
that some teens—especially boys—are being in-
fluenced by social media. Gender dysphoria is a 
medical term that describes a condition where 
a person believes their biological sex doesn’t 
match how they feel. So-called “trans” activists 
contend that around 1.5% of the population is 
“intersex,” meaning they were born into the 
wrong biological sex, but most doctors believe 
it is more like two-one-hundredths of a percent.  
 

Babies Are Not People? 
 
According to anti-abortion group New York 
Right to Life, the Reproductive Health Act 
signed into law by Gov. Andrew Cuomo (D) will 
remove criminal penalties for “acts of violence 
against a pregnant mother and her child.” The 
radical new law defines a “person” as a “human 
being who has been born and is alive,” a de-
scription that eliminates recognition of “per-
sonhood” in the unborn. 
 

Burn Down the Global Order 
 
The world’s moneyed elites met at the World 
Economic Forum in late January in Davos, 
Switzerland to eat caviar, sip champagne, and 
discuss how they can keep globalism alive. 
Speaking on a panel, neoliberal commentator 
David Gergen blasted the Trump administra-
tion’s positions for putting America first when it 
comes to trade and global alliances. Trump 
wants to burn down the post-World War II 
global order built by prior U.S. administrations, 
he told some of the richest people in the world. 
Gergen, on the other hand, likes things the way 
they were: thousands of U.S. factories closing 
and moving to foreign nations and good-paying 
jobs disappearing. Gergen should be offshored. 

JOE ARPAIO

DAVID GERGEN
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By Donald Jeffries 

 
 

P
ortland State University philosophy pro-
fessor Peter Boghossian recently at-
tempted to expose how ludicrous po-
litical correctness has become. Un  for tu-
n  ately for him, his attempt succeeded all 

too well—and now he may be out of a job.  
Over the course of a few years, Boghossian and 

two academics produced 20 hoax essays, collec-
tively called “the Grievance Studies” experiment, 
that were written to be as ridiculous as possible 
and designed to appeal to small special interest 
groups made up of mostly far-left scholars.  

Seven of Boghossian’s bogus studies were ac-
cepted for publication by social science journals, 
including a feminist rewrite of Hitler’s Mein 
Kampf. The journal Gender, Place, and Culture 
bit on a piece claiming to study “canine rape cul-
ture.” In that study, Boghossian and his colleagues 
charged that, “dog parks are rape-condoning 
spaces and a place of rampant canine rape culture 
and systemic oppression against ‘the oppressed 
dog’ through which human attitudes to both prob-
lems can be measured.” Boghossian’s team even 
claimed to have “tactfully inspected the genitals of 
slightly fewer than 10,000 dogs whilst interrogat-
ing owners as to their sexuality.”  

In another eagerly accepted article, the hoaxers 
demanded that the world of bodybuilding recog-
nize “fat bodybuilding, as a fat-inclusive politi-
cized performance.”  

For his efforts, which once brought to light 
should have caused academia to engage in some 
self-analysis, Portland State University moved to 
fire Boghossian. 

“I truly hope the administration puts its insti-
tutional weight behind the pursuit of truth, but I’ve 

been given no indication that’s what they intend to 
do,” Boghossian said.  

All of the journals involved are part of the du-
bious field of “grievance studies.” Some in the 
mainstream media attempted to rationalize and 
defend academia’s attachment to the most ex-
treme, and in these cases totally fabricated, areas 
of identity politics that focus on gender and race.  

A group of 11 Portland State professors and one 
graduate student published an anonymous letter 
in the student newspaper Vanguard, which fea-
tured a menacing image of Boghossian equipped 
with a Pinocchio nose. They charged Boghossian’s 
team with repeated “fraudulent behavior violating 
acceptable norms of research in any discipline” 
and castigated the beleaguered professor for invit-
ing James Damore, who was fired by Google for 
exercising his right to free speech, to an event at 
the university.  

“Boghossian has not only indicated his less-
than-collegial attitude through his hoaxes,” they 
charged, “but has actively targeted faculty at other 
institutions. None of us wish to contend with 
threats of death and assault from online trolls.” 

Some in the academic world displayed a degree 
of rationality. Yascha Mounk, a Harvard lecturer in 
government, condemned what he viewed as unfair 
attempts to undermine the hoaxers.  

“Even if all of the charges laid at the feet of 
Boghossian [and the two other authors] were true, 
they would have demonstrated a very worrying 
fact,” Mounk wrote. “Some of the leading journals 
in areas like gender studies have failed to distin-
guish between real scholarship and intellectually 
vacuous as well as morally troubling [expletive 
deleted].”  

In a recent YouTube video, Boghossian read 
out an email from Portland State, which threat-
ened an investigation and sanctions against him.  

“I think that they will do everything and any-

thing in their power to get me out,” he stated. 
“And I think this is the first shot in that.”   

Boghossian’s case is merely the latest example 
of political correctness run amok on college cam-
puses across the country. Earlier this month, it 
was widely reported that Washington, D.C.’s 
American University would be hosting a multi-
session seminar aimed at getting faculty to com-
bat “white language supremacy.” The seminar will 
also propose “alternative” methods of assessing 
writing other than quality, such as “labor-based 
grading contracts.”  

While even the most unthreatening and luke-
warm “conservative” voices have been denied the 
opportunity to speak at various universities, some 
astonishingly anti-white figures have been wel-
comed. Christian evangelical Wheaton College, 
not a typical leftist institution, permitted Emory 
University philosophy professor George Yancy to 
speak there in 2017, in the esteemed Billy Graham 
Center on campus. His speech was filled with ex-
pletives and hateful declarations like, “To be white 
is to be racist.” Stephens College, a women’s col-
lege in Columbia, Mo., recently announced that it 
will “admit and enroll students who were not born 
female, but who identify and live as women.” All-
women Mount Holyoke College canceled plans to 
change its logo due to protests that it could be per-
ceived as not being inclusive to transgender stu-
dents.  

Boghossian merely demonstrated what is ob-
vious: In today’s America, satire is impossible 
while a frighteningly authoritarian political cor-
rectness rules the day. H

Life in the Marxist Age 
• Professor faces firing after spoof academic papers fool leftists

Prof. Peter Boghossian, along with James 
Lindsay and Helen Pluckros, published several 
spoof papers in academic journals, as part of 
their negative critique of gender studies and 
other fads in leftist academia. As a result, in 
2018, Portland State University began a miscon-
duct investigation. Their papers—known as the 
Grievance Studies—proved a point, however. 
Leftist academia will embrace any rubbish they 
think is in vogue, e.g., courses in “combating 
white language supremacy.”

BOGHOSSIAN
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By John Friend 

F
resh on the heels of a far-left media 
company claiming erroneously that 
President Donald Trump had told 
his former attorney to lie to Congress, 
a storm of fake news circulated the 
third weekend in January purporting 

to show a group of entitled, pro-Trump boys dis-
respecting an elderly Native American. 

The story had all of the hallmarks of the phony 
modern narrative the anti-Trump media loves to 
promote. Here was a group of young, mostly 
white males supposedly shouting, “Build the 
wall,” and mocking a minority group, in this case, 
Native Americans, one of whom falsely claimed 
to be a Vietnam veteran. Partial video footage of 
the encounter, which supposedly proved the re-
ports’ veracity, went viral on social media and 
was picked up by countless mainstream media 
outlets in a blatantly dishonest attempt to portray 
the high school students, who had just partici-
pated in a pro-life rally in the nation’s capital 
earlier that day, as entitled, disrespectful, hateful 
bigots. 

It turns out, that is not at all what happened.  
In the age of cellphones, individuals who were 

on the scene at the time posted video to the In-
ternet that showed that none of what the media 
and far-left activists online were claiming actually 
happened. 

So what really took place? 
At 4:30 p.m. on Jan. 18, a group of mostly 

white high school students from Covington 
Catholic High School in Kentucky, many of 
whom were wearing President Donald Trump’s 
iconic red “Make America Great Again” (MAGA) 
hat, arrived at the Lincoln Memorial with adult 
chaperones to wait for their bus to travel back to 
Kentucky.  

Upon arriving at the Memorial, four protesters 
from a crazy group that calls itself the Black He-
brew Israelites began engaging the boys, taunting 
them and calling them vulgar, hateful names. In 
response, the students began chanting school 
spirit songs that are normally reserved for high 
school football and basketball games.  

Soon thereafter, a group of Native American 
protesters, who were also at the Memorial for an 
event, confronted the students and began chant-
ing and playing a drum. 

The partial video footage initially picked up by 
the fake news media only shows the students 
chanting at the Native American protesters, giv-
ing the false impression that the high school stu-
dents confronted and surrounded the Native 
Americans. Media narratives emerged contend-
ing that the students were disrespectful, racist, 
and bigoted, when in reality they were simply 
waiting for their bus to arrive and were them-

selves confronted by both the Black Hebrew Is-
raelite protesters and the Native American pro-
testers. It was made worse by the fact that the 
elderly Native American man in the picture, 
Nathan Phillips, told media outlets that the chil-
dren were shouting “build the wall” at him during 
the encounter—a claim that has been disproven 
by video that shows the entire encounter from 
start to finish.  

Phillips is a member of the American Indian 
Movement, or AIM, which has a long history of 
provocations, including a now-infamous incident 
at an Indian reservation in South Dakota that re-
sulted in the deaths of two federal law enforce-
ment agents. 

Left-leaning activists and personalities were 
outraged at the footage, with many prominent 
figures calling for the students to be “doxxed”—
having their personal information exposed on-
line in an attempt to defame, slander, and harass 
the students—while others called for violence. 

“The reply from the school was pathetic and 
impotent,” Kathy Griffin, a radical left-wing, anti-
Trump actress, tweeted following the incident. 
“Name these kids. I want names. Shame them.” 

Jack Morrissey, a well-known Disney film pro-
ducer, posted an image on Twitter of a fictional 
person being shoved into a woodchipper with 
fake blood spewing from the machine with the 
caption: “#MAGAkids go screaming, hats first, 
into the woodchipper.” The tweet has since been 
deleted, but not before it caught the attention of 
numerous journalists and social media users. 

It was so bad that some of the students’ names 
and home addresses were uncovered by liberal 
activists. Nick Sandmann, the boy who can be 
seen awkwardly smiling at Phillips in the com-
monly posted video of the incident, has received 
death threats and other forms of harassment and 
ridicule following this dishonest media reporting. 

Following the publication of more detailed 
and objective analyses of the encounter, which 
gave a fuller picture of what really transpired, a 
number of journalists and pundits have had to 
apologize for their rush to judgment of the high 
school students. 

Nick Sandmann issued a public statement de-
scribing his experience at the memorial and what 
has transpired in the aftermath. 

You can read Sandmann’s statement on pages 
8-9 in this issue. 

President Trump has offered support for the 
students, tweeting that the students were 
“treated unfairly with early judgements proving 
out to be false—smeared by media.” In a separate 
tweet, the president lambasted the fake news 
media for disseminating the highly distorted and 
dishonest narrative that initially emerged. 

“Nick Sandmann and the students of Coving-
ton have become symbols of fake news and how 
evil it can be,” Trump tweeted. “They have cap-
tivated the attention of the world, and I know 
they will use it for the good—maybe even to 
bring people together.” H 
——  

John Friend is a freelance author based in California.

Christian Kids Victimized, Vilified 
• Leftist print/electronic media smear Catholic students with fake news report
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Catholic student Nick Sandmann is shown (center) with several of his classmates wearing “Make America 
Great Again” caps as an American Indian protestor bangs a drum right in the boy’s face. Sandmann and his 
fellow students from Covington Catholic High School in Kentucky were at the same time being verbally abused  
by members of the Black Hebrew Israelites. Somehow—most likely because they were wearing Trump caps—
Sandmann and his classmates became the victim of a fake news report claiming they were vile racists.
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The following statement was written 
by Nick Sandmann, the Covington 
Catholic High School junior who was at-
tacked and smeared in the mainstream 
media and on the Internet on Jan. 20 
when far-left activists, celebrities, and 
national media outlets parroted totally 
false information concerning a protest 
Sandmann and his fellow classmates 
found themselves in near the Lincoln 
Memorial in Washington, D.C.  

 

I
 am providing this factual account of what 
happened on Friday afternoon at the Lincoln 
Memorial to correct misinformation and 
outright lies being spread about my family 
and me. I am the student in the video who 
was confronted by the Native American 
protestor. I arrived at the Lincoln Memorial 

at 4:30 p.m. I was told to be there by 5:30 p.m., when 
our buses were due to leave Washington for the trip 
back to Kentucky. We had been attending the 
March for Life rally, and then had split up into small 
groups to do sightseeing. 

When we arrived, we noticed four African Amer-
ican protestors who were also on the steps of the Lin-
coln Memorial. I am not sure what they were protest-
ing, and I did not interact with them. I did hear them 

direct derogatory insults at our school group. 
The protestors said hateful things. They called us 

“racists,” “bigots,” “white crackers,” “faggots,” and 
“incest kids.” They also taunted an African Ameri-
can student from my school by telling him that we 
would “harvest his organs.” I have no idea what that 
insult means, but it was startling to hear. 

Because we were being loudly attacked and 
taunted in public, a student in our group asked one 
of our teacher chaperones for permission to begin 
our school spirit chants to counter the hateful 
things that were being shouted at our group. The 
chants are commonly used at sporting events. They 
are all positive in nature and sound like what you 
would hear at any high school. Our chaperone gave 
us permission to use our school chants. We would 
not have done that without obtaining permission 
from the adults in charge of our group. 

At no time did I hear any student chant anything 
other than the school spirit chants. I did not witness 
or hear any students chant “build that wall” or any-
thing hateful or racist at any time. Assertions to the 

contrary are simply false. Our chants were loud 
because we wanted to drown out the hateful com-
ments that were being shouted at us by the protes-
tors. 

After a few minutes of chanting, the Native Amer-
ican protestors, who I hadn’t previously noticed, ap-
proached our group. The Native American protes-
tors had drums and were accompanied by at least 
one person with a camera. 

The protestor everyone has seen in the video be-
gan playing his drum as he waded into the crowd, 
which parted for him. I did not see anyone try to 
block his path. He locked eyes with me and ap-
proached me, coming within inches of my face. He 
played his drum the entire time he was in my face. 

I never interacted with this protestor. I did not 
speak to him. I did not make any hand gestures or 
other aggressive moves. To be honest, I was startled 
and confused as to why he had approached me. We 
had already been yelled at by another group of pro-
testors, and when the second group approached I 
was worried that a situation was getting out of con-

Fake News Blows Up in Media’s Face 
• 16-year-old student schools media, activists after being smeared by hatemongers
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Covington Catholic student Nick Sandmann respectfully listens to an American Indian protestor.



trol where adults were attempting to provoke 
teenagers. 

I believed that by remaining motionless and 
calm, I was helping to diffuse the situation. I real-
ized everyone had cameras and that perhaps a 
group of adults was trying to provoke a group of 
teenagers into a larger conflict. I said a silent prayer 
that the situation would not get out of hand. 

During the period of the drumming, a member of 
the protestor’s entourage began yelling at a fellow 
student that we “stole [Indian] land” and that we 
should “go back to Europe.” I heard one of my fel-
low students begin to respond. I motioned to my 
classmate and tried to get him to stop engaging 
with the protestor, as I was still in the mindset that 
we needed to calm down tensions. 

I never felt like I was blocking the Native Amer-
ican protestor. He did not make any attempt to go 
around me. It was clear to me that he’d singled me 
out for a confrontation, although I’m not sure why. 

The engagement ended when one of our teach-
ers told me the buses had arrived and it was time to 
go. I obeyed my teacher and simply walked to the 
buses. At that moment, I thought I had diffused the 
situation by remaining calm, and I was thankful 
nothing physical had occurred. 

I never understood why either of the two groups 
of protestors were engaging with us, or exactly 
what they were protesting at the Lincoln Memorial. 
We were simply there to meet a bus, not become 
central players in a media spectacle. This is the 
first time in my life I’ve ever encountered any sort 
of public protest, let alone this kind of confronta-
tion or demonstration. 

I was not intentionally making faces at the pro-
testor. I did smile at one point because I wanted him 

to know that I was not going to become angry, in-
timidated or be provoked into a larger confronta-
tion. I am a faithful Christian and practicing 
Catholic, and I always try to live up to the ideals my 
faith teaches me—to remain respectful of others 
and to take no action that would lead to conflict or 
violence. 

I harbor no ill will for this person. I respect this 
person’s right to protest and engage in free speech 
activities, and I support his chanting on the steps of 
the Lincoln Memorial any day of the week. I believe 
he should re-think his tactics of invading the per-

sonal space of others, but that is his choice to make. 
I am being called every name in the book, includ-

ing a racist, and I will not stand for this mob-like char-
acter assassination of my family’s name. My parents 
were not on the trip, and I strive to represent my fam-
ily in a respectful way in all public settings. 

I have received physical and death threats via so-
cial media, as well as hateful insults. One person 
threatened to harm me at school, and one person 
claims to live in my neighborhood. My parents are re-
ceiving death and professional threats because of the 
social media mob that has formed over this issue. 

I love my school, my teachers and my class-
mates. I work hard to achieve good grades and to 
participate in several extracurricular activities. I 
am mortified that so many people have come to be-
lieve something that did not happen—that students 
from my school were chanting or acting in a racist 
fashion toward African Americans or Native Amer-
icans. I did not do that, do not have hateful feelings 
in my heart, and did not witness any of my class-
mates doing that. 

I cannot speak for everyone, only for myself. 
But I can tell you my experience with Covington 
Catholic is that students are respectful of all races 
and cultures. We also support everyone’s right to 
free speech. 

I am not going to comment on the words or ac-
count of Mr. Phillips, as I don’t know him and would 
not presume to know what is in his heart or mind. 
Nor am I going to comment further on the other 
protestors, as I don’t know their hearts or minds, ei-
ther. 

I have read that Mr. Phillips is a veteran of the 
United States Marines. I thank him for his service 
and am grateful to anyone who puts on the uniform 
to defend our nation. If anyone has earned the right 
to speak freely, it is a U.S. Marine veteran. 

I can only speak for myself and what I observed 
and felt at the time. But I would caution everyone 
passing judgment based on a few seconds of video 
to watch the longer video clips that are on the In-
ternet, as they show a much different story than is 
being portrayed by people with agendas. 

I provided this account of events to the Diocese 
of Covington so they may know exactly what hap-
pened, and I stand ready and willing to cooperate 
with any investigation they are conducting. ★
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The fake news mainstream 
media thrives on hate and 
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and then exploit it.
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By John Friend 

J
ames Allsup, a young, conservative, inde-
pendent journalist and rising YouTube star, 
was stripped of his elected position as a lo-
cal precinct committee officer (PCO) for 
the Whitman County Republican Party in 

rural eastern Washington, it was recently report-
ed. Allsup had been legitimately elected as a PCO 
in Whitman County in the summer of 2018. 

PCOs are members of the overall County Cen-
tral Committee of their respected party and help 
organize events and activities as well as represent 
the party at the local level. While attending col-
lege at Washington State University in nearby 
Pullman, Wash., Allsup was president of the Col-
lege Republican Club on campus and was heavily 
involved with the local Republican Party through-
out the heated 2016 election season. He helped 
organize events both in the community and on 
campus, recruited other Republicans, and en-
couraged voters to support Republican candi-
dates in the election. 

Allsup also launched a YouTube channel, 
began hosting and participating in various radio 
programs, and eventually became a leading figure 
among young conservatives. After his participa-
tion in the Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville, 
Va. in the summer of 2017, radical left-wing media 
outlets and activists began targeting Allsup in an 
attempt to demonize and discredit the young ac-
tivist and political organizer whose political views 
were becoming more and more widely known. 

Following his successful election in the summer 
of 2018 as a PCO for the local GOP, a number of 
malicious articles appeared in the left-wing media, 
including a hysterical piece published by The Daily 
Beast entitled, “Charlottesville Hate Marcher 

Elected by Republican Party.” The Republican Na-
tional Committee (RNC) immediately denounced 
Allsup after news of his election spread. 

“We condemn this individual and his hateful, 
racist views in the strongest possible terms,” an 
RNC spokesperson was quoted as stating in The 
Daily Beast article. “There’s no place for it in the 
Republican Party.” The Washington State Repub-
lican Party likewise denounced Allsup and his 
views, telling The Daily Beast: “We condemned 
this hateful ideology before, we condemn it today, 
and will continue to condemn it in the future.” 

Republican Rep. Cathy McMorris Rodgers, 
whose district Allsup lived in, also attacked the 
young Republican activist, saying she was “dis-
appointed” that Allsup was being allowed to rep-
resent the party following his successful election. 
Rep. Rodgers also claimed Allsup promoted 
“white supremacy, racism, and bigotry,” and that 
“our communities must not include space for in-
dividuals who promote, condone, or participate 
in racism and violence,” an arguably libelous ac-
cusation against Allsup. 

Now the Whitman County Republican Central 
Committee has voted unanimously to essentially 
expel Allsup from the local party, despite his legal 
status as an elected official with the party. On Jan. 
5, the committee met and voted overwhelmingly 
to unseat Allsup from his position, meaning he 
has no vote on the committee and is not recog-
nized by the party, although he continues to tech-
nically retain the position as a PCO due to his 
successful election. 

In a YouTube video made in response to his ex-
pulsion from the local GOP, Allsup criticized the 
Whitman County Republican leadership as 
“spineless” and cowardly for being intimidated by 
the media and outside pressure groups. 

“It’s disappointing to see spineless Republicans 
cower in fear of leftists all because they’re afraid 

of mean comments from the journalists that hate 
them anyway,” Allsup stated in response. 

By his own account, Allsup was one of the 
most energetic and effective GOP activists in the 
area and had been for years. Yet his expulsion 
from the party did not surprise him, considering 
the pathetic state of the mainstream Republican 
Party and its leadership. 

“Of course, as you well know, I have never ad-
vocated for any sort of racial supremacy—not 
here, not on podcasts, not anywhere,” Allsup 
stated in a recent YouTube video. “Many people 
[who] claim to be conservatives are so cowardly, 
they would rather go along with the left and the 
media and falsely call someone a ‘racial su-
premacist,’ even if it’s someone on their own side 
of most issues and even if there is no evidence for 
that claim. That’s what we saw here.” 

Despite being ejected by the local party, Allsup 
remains optimistic about the future of the GOP 
and encourages other young activists to get in-
volved in politics. 

“The fact that I was able to run for office as a 
PCO—and win—should be seen as excellent 
news,” Allsup recently wrote on Facebook. 
“Young people are the future of the party and the 
nation. It’s time to get involved—and I encour-
age all of you to follow my example, win your 
local elections, and begin solidifying our political 
base for years to come.” ★

GOP Strips Young Activist 
of Position for ‘Racism’
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By Dr. Kevin Barrett 

 
 

L
et me preface what I am about to say by 
disavowing all forms of racism and ha-
tred. I am classified as “white” according 
to the simplistic ethnic-identity system 
that prevails in the United States, but the 

last I checked that wasn’t a crime, just a cause for 
guilt, hand-wringing, and hypocrisy. 

I am pretty sure I’m not particularly racist. I 
spent many years living in mostly-black neigh-
borhoods in the San Francisco Bay Area and 
loved it. I was happy when a close high school 
friend married an African-American woman, not 
because she was black, but because she was gor-
geous, friendly, and down-to-earth. My own wife 
is an American who immigrated from Morocco, 
and whose ancestry stems from much of Europe, 
Asia, and Africa. I have no personal interest in pre-
serving the “purity” of any race. My race is the hu-
man race. 

That said, I am not about to join the lynch mob 
hounding Rep. Steve King (D-Iowa) who repre-
sents a district about an hour’s drive from my 
house. The New York Times is hounding King 
over his “history of racist remarks.” House Re-
publicans have obediently removed King from his 
committee assignments and may join Democrats 
in formally censuring him. Yet, by any sane meas-
ure, most of King’s supposedly racist statements 
are monumentally less offensive than what the 
whole U.S. government has been doing to black, 
brown, and yellow people since World War II: 
massacring them in ongoing military and CIA in-
terventions that scholar and author William Blum 
has called “the American holocaust,” whose total 
number of victims is reliably estimated to be 
around 60 million, as tallied in a book by Noam 
Chomsky and Andre Vltchek titled On Western 
Terrorism. 

Compared to the ongoing American holocaust 
of 60 million non-white people, the supposed 
speech crimes of King are pretty mild.  

Consider the first “racist remark” on King’s 
Times rap sheet. King introduced a bill, stating, 
“That the U.S.A. is the unchallenged greatest na-
tion in the world and that it has derived its 
strength from . . . Christianity, free-enterprise cap-
italism, and Western civilization.” 

That statement may be banal. It may be 
parochial. It may overestimate “free-enterprise 
capitalism,” which has metastasized into today’s 
global neoliberal cancer. But racist? 

The Times continues listing King’s speech 
crimes: “Mr. King is the chief sponsor of a law 
making English the official language of Iowa . . . 
(then) introduces the English Language Unity 
Act, a bill to make English the official language of 
the United States. . . . Mr. King sues the Iowa 
secretary of state for posting voting information 
on an official website in Spanish, Laotian, Bosn-

ian, and Vietnamese.” 
Okay, so the guy isn’t so good with foreign lan-

guages, like most Americans. But what does any 
of this have to do with racism? Aren’t the real 
racists those people who believe that today’s 
mostly non-white immigrants, unlike the mostly 
white immigrants of yesteryear, are too stupid to 
learn English? 

Like President Donald Trump, King has made 
ill-informed remarks exaggerating the crime 
threat posed by illegal immigrants. Some of these 
statements could conceivably be called “racist” in 
that they unfairly and inaccurately denigrate an 
ethnic group, Hispanics, so I won’t defend those. 
But the majority of King’s supposed speech crimes 
are either positive statements about his own 
groups (whites, “Western civilization,” Americans) 
or reasonable expressions of concern about those 
groups’ demographic decline. The Times thinks 
King is a racist for saying: “Preventing babies be-
ing born is not medicine. That’s not constructive 
to our culture and our civilization. If we let our 
birthrate get down below the replacement rate, 
we’re a dying civilization.” That statement obvi-
ously is not racist. What’s more, it is largely ac-
curate. So why is it such a problem? 

By addressing the issue of the demographic 
decline of white Americans, and people of Euro-
pean ancestry in general, King is touching on re-
alities that are currently unspeakable in main-
stream discourse. But when America’s liberal 
gatekeepers clamp a tight lid on this subject, they 

simply increase the pressure inside the pressure 
cooker, increasing the likelihood of an eventual 
explosion.  

When colonial France sent more than a million 
white French settlers into Algeria, the native Al-
gerians understandably rebelled. The result was a 
horrific war. 

When European Jews flooded into Palestine 
against the wishes of the Palestinian people, the 
Palestinians understandably rebelled. The result 
is endless regional war—a war that has taken 
more than 10 million lives and is far from over. 

It is normal for people to defend their own eth-
nicity and its claim on territory occupied for gen-
erations. White Americans, scheduled for minor-
ity status by 2050, are increasingly unhappy with 
that prospect. And why shouldn’t they be?  

This taboo topic calls for thoughtful conversa-
tion, not shaming and silencing. H 
———

 
Kevin Barrett, Ph.D., is an Arabist-Islamologist scholar and one of Amer-

ica’s best-known critics of the War on Terror. From 1991 through 2006, Dr. Bar-
rett taught at colleges and universities in San Francisco, Paris, and Wisconsin. 
In 2006, however, he was attacked by Republican state legislators who called 
for him to be fired from his job at the University of Wisconsin-Madison due to 
his political opinions. 
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Congressman Vilified for Comments 
• Mainstream media cry racism, excoriate Rep. Steve King over trivial statements

The Biggest Lie  
Ever Told? 

 
Have we been told the 
truth about the Earth 

on which we live?  
For info and DVDs on a subject 

that affects every one of us. 
Send $7 to Steve, P.O. Box 91 

Genoa, NY 13071-8748

REP. STEVE KING

For daring to discuss white nationalism, West-
ern civilization, and Christianity in anything but 
derogatory terms, Iowa Rep. Steve King has 
been removed from his committee assignments 
and faces formal censure not only by Democ-
rats, but his own Republican colleagues, as well.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/15/us/politics/steve-king-offensive-quotes.html
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By Donald Jeffries 

 
 

A
 new ad promoting Gillette razors ex-
emplifies the radical left social justice 
mindset that has taken a firm hold on 
American culture. As is typical of com-
mercials these days, the white males are 

portrayed negatively, with women and non-white 
males attempting to free them from their as-
tounding incompetence and bad behavior. 

The Gillette ad comes complete with a suit-
able title, “Believe.” Clearly referencing the 
#MeToo movement, the company has declared 
that men must hold each other “accountable.” 
The commercial was watched an incredible 2 mil-
lion-plus times in the first 48 hours, and the re-
sponse was decidedly negative, receiving only 
23,000 “likes” and 214,000 “dislikes.”  

In one scene, an absurdly over-the-top-lecher-
ous white male with a Snidely Whiplash look on 
his face is reaching out to grab the backside of an 
African-American maid. The faces of male “rea-
son” in the ad were all black, attempting to hold 
back their misogynistic, bullying white counter-
parts. 

Irate viewers commented that the ad was “fem-
inist propaganda,” and one wrote, “In less than 
two minutes you managed to alienate your biggest 
sales group . . . .”  

“Boycott Gillette” was quickly trending on Twit-

ter, with untold numbers of former Gillette cus-
tomers swearing off the brand’s products forever.  

So far, Gillette, which is owned by Procter & 
Gamble, is refusing to apologize or back down. 
Gillette president Gary Coombe stated, “Effective 
immediately, Gillette will review all public-facing 
content against a set of defined standards meant to 
ensure we fully reflect the ideals of respect, ac-
countability and role modelling in the ads we run, 
the images we publish to social media, the words 
we choose, and more.” In today’s corporate world, 
there are obviously agendas beyond profits.  

The Gillette commercial is bad enough by itself, 
but, in today’s culture of political correctness run 
amok, the trouble keeps piling on. 

In early January, the American Psychological 
Association, one of the governing bodies for U.S. 
psychologists, issued new guidelines for clini-
cians working with boys and men that suggest tra-
ditional masculinity is “psychologically harmful,” 
a pathology that should be discouraged in men 
and boys. 

Ryon McDermott, a psychologist at the Uni-
versity of South Alabama, who helped draft the 
guidelines, stated, “What is gender in the 2010s? 
It’s no longer just this male-female binary . . . . If 
we can change men, we can change the world.”  

So what kinds of masculine traits do these rad-
ical activists say are bad? Bizarrely, they claim that 
even a male characteristic like “competitiveness” 
leads to bad behavior and is something that 
should be discouraged, especially among boys. 

“You would never know that maleness was ever 
synonymous with anything good, reading this re-
port,” said American Enterprise Institute scholar 
and former ethics philosopher Christina Hoff 
Sommers, author of Who Stole Feminism? and 
The War Against Boys, among other titles, and co-
host of the popular “Femsplainers” podcast.  

Today, American television viewers are all too 
familiar with the goofy, clueless father (especial-
ly white fathers), whose wife utterly dominates him 
and whose children have zero respect for him. This 
weak, worthless stereo typical figure has sup-
planted the strong, dominant fathers in sitcoms 
decades ago, in programs like “Father Knows Best” 
and “Leave it to Beaver.”  

Today’s commercials are even more poisonously 
anti-male. They all seem to meld into one: The 
white male, in particular, is dumpy and woefully ig-
norant with a face that cries out to be dominated. 
The woman is bright, competent, and very, very ag-
gressive. The white male’s children roll their eyes 
in exasperation at him and can fool him without the 
slightest effort.  

In a 2018 essay in The New York Times, Michael 
Ian Black wrote: “The past 50 years have rede-
fined what it means to be female in America. Girls 
today are told that they can do anything, be any-
one. They’ve absorbed the message: They’re out-
performing boys in school at every level. But it is-
n’t just about performance. To be a girl today is to 
be the beneficiary of decades of conversation 
about the complexities of womanhood, its many 
forms and expressions. Boys, though, have been 
left behind. No commensurate movement has 
emerged to help them navigate toward a full ex-
pression of their gender. It’s no longer enough to 
‘be a man’—we no longer even know what that 
means.”  

It doesn’t take a sociologist to understand how 
damaging all of this can be to boys today. Is it any 
wonder that suicide among white males has sky-
rocketed in the past few years? H 
—— 

Donald Jeffries is a highly respected author and researcher whose work 
on the JFK, RFK and MLK assassinations and other high crimes of the Deep State 
has been read by millions of people across the world. Jeffries is also the author 
of two books currently being sold by AFP BOOKSTORE. 

Gillette Feels Backlash After 
Running Male-Bashing Ad

Survival of the Richest 
How the Corruption of the Marketplace and the Disparity 

of Wealth Created the Greatest Conspiracy of All
Here’s a fresh look at economic inequality 
in America. Survival of the Richest scruti-
nizes how the collective wealth of America 
has been channeled from the poor and mid-
dle class into the hands of a few elitists. 
American industry has been gutted, with 
wages and benefits stagnant or reduced, 
thanks to disastrous trade deals, outsourc-
ing, and the crippling of unions. The Oc-
cupy Wall Street movement, and the presi-
dential campaigns of both Bernie Sanders 
and Donald Trump, reveals how more and 
more people who are struggling under-
stand that the system is rigged against them. While Amer-
icans have been trained to direct their scorn at welfare re-
cipients and the poor in general, a tiny handful of plutocratic 
elites have profited on an unfathomable scale through cor-
porate welfare and other perks. Unimaginable salaries and 

bonuses for the 1%, contrasted by layoffs and 
reduced pay for the majority of the workforce, 
along with increasing calls for austerity meas-
ures and lowered standards of living, have 
become the “new normal” in America. Au-
thor Donald Jeffries argues that this record 
economic inequality is more than an unin-
tended consequence of globalism. In Sur-
vival of the Richest, he shows how the con-
solidation of wealth may well prove to be the 
greatest conspiracy of all. Survival of the Rich-
est (hardback, 280 pages, $25 plus $4 S&H 
inside the U.S.) is available from AFP, 16000 

Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 
20774. Call AFP toll free at 1-888-699-6397 to charge, 
Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET or visit our online shop at www.Amer-
icanFreePress.net to order via the Internet. (Email us at 
Bookstore@AmericanFreePress.net for foreign S&H.) 



 
By S.T. Patrick 

 
 

O
n Valentine’s Day in 2018, a gunman 
opened fire at Marjory Stoneman Dou-
glas (MSD) High School in Parkland, 
Fla. Seventeen students and staff 
members were killed, while 17 others 

were injured. Nearly one year later, the MSD Com-
mission investigating the case has made its final 
recommendations. The commission’s suggestions 
may be more controversial than the theories sur-
rounding the original case. 

The section immediately highlighted and criti-
cized by the local media was the recommendation 
that Florida educators who volunteer and undergo 
training be allowed to carry firearms in schools. 
The teachers union—relatively weak in Florida, a 
right-to-work state—and the state PTA both op-
pose the recommendation of the 446-page report 
that was unanimously approved by the commis-
sion. The report, however, is not law. The Florida 
state legislature would have to approve the pro-
posals before they could be enacted by the state’s 
67 countywide school districts. Every private 
school, religious and secular, would then have to 
create their own separate guidelines, as private en-
tities can still legally ban guns on private property.  

The more notable areas of the report deal with 
criticisms of the Broward County Sheriff’s Office, 
whose active shooter policy is said to have con-
tributed to the chaos of the event. The ambiguous 
policy of Sheriff Scott Israel read that deputies 
“may” rather than “shall” or “will” confront an ac-
tive shooter. This gave several deputies a reason 
to not enter the building to subdue any threat that 
may have existed. Even Deputy Scot Peterson, 
who was assigned as the school’s on-site resource 
deputy, chose to remain outside.  

While Israel expressed his disappointment re-
garding the inaction of Peterson, he justified the 
previous policy by saying that he didn’t want law 

enforcement to engage in “suicide missions.”  
Polk County Sheriff Grady Judd, an MSD com-

missioner, described the generally worded active 
shooter policy.  “ ‘May’ gave them [deputies] the 
out not to enter,” said Sheriff Judd. “They decided 
to be cowards instead of heroes.” 

Broward County has recently changed its ac-
tive shooter policy, indirectly accepting some re-
sponsibility for the failures of law enforcement. 
The policy now reads “shall” instead of “may,” 
which, according to the commission, is more con-
sistent with standard law enforcement proce-
dures.  

Other suggestions were contained within the 
report: that law enforcement officers assigned to 
public schools undergo annual active shooter 
training, which would include situations when 
they are alone; that neighboring, local police 
forces have radios that can easily communicate 
between cities; that Florida school districts allow 
law enforcement real-time access to their internal 

video surveillance systems; and that schools have 
single, monitored, staffed points of entry and exit.  

There was much discussion about safety within 
classrooms, themselves. The recommendations 
were that all classrooms have automatically lock-
ing doors, windows that can be quickly covered, 
and two-way intercoms that can be easily ac-
cessed in case of emergency. Modern classrooms 
regularly have schoolwide email or messaging 
systems, but few schools in the age of technology 
have improved and modernized their intercom 
systems. 

Still perplexing are the mandatory emergency 
drills conducted by schools every year. Since 
many school shooters are students who actually 
attend the school, the mandatory drills do little 
but to inform the future school shooters of the 
procedures that will be taken when he or she en-
gages in the act. The mandatory safety drills then 
become an informational part of the shooter’s 
planning.       

Parkland remains a lightning rod within the al-
ternative political analysis communities. While it 
appears that a majority of observers do believe 
that MSDHS was the site of a tragic Valentine’s 
Day massacre in 2018, there are still some, such as 
editor Jim Fetzer (The Parkland Puzzle) and com-
mentator Ole Dammegard, who believe that it 
was a false-flag operation used to heighten the po-
lice state and strengthen the anti-gun movement. 
The chaos of the day and the ineffective nature of 
law enforcement behaviors only add to myriad 
questions that are still asked. H

Parkland Shooting Report Released 
• Commission recommends arming school teachers, new police procedures

NON-TAXPAYERS: 
Have a Tax Problem? 

 

Whether your situation is civil, ad-
ministrative or criminal; state or fed-
eral, call Shawn O’Connor. Or visit 
Free Enterprise Society Services at 
shawnoconnor.org. More than 29 
years of experience. 

Call 559-298-0929 for more.

Black Salve 
and Tablets  

Same herbs in tablets as the Salve. Salve is 
good for growths on the skin, tablets 
good for internal growths and most virus 
problems. Write for order sheet and in-
formation to: Herbal Plus Products, 
POB 345, Dayton NV 89403. Include 
SASE. Call 1-800-996-3203 toll free for 
more information. 

www.JohnEllis.com/NIH

1-800-433-9553 
FUEL OF LIFE 

By Nobel Prize Winner Albert Szentgyorgy!  
Heart Attack Survival Discovery. Like an electric defibrillator 
or pacemaker, the extra energy from this water (blood is 94% 
water) may save your life! Now we know why The Washing-
ton Post Investigative article 1/27/92 said: “This water will cure 
anything from cancer to diabetes!” Video Proof: By changing 
water properties, this water produces 31 times more energy 
than ordinary water!! Called the “Fuel of Life” by Nobel Prize 
Winner Albert Szentgyorgy! Join the Water Revolution with 
the help of the National Institutes of Health: NIH.gov.

Free Bottled Water Sample: 570-296-0214 
Order a Machine: 845-754-8696 

Listen to a Recording: 800-433-9553 
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Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel was 
suspended by Gov. Ron DeSantis in early Jan-
uary for his pathetic response to the shooting 
at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High in Park-
land, Fla. in 2018. A scathing report on the 
shooting has recommended arming teachers.

ISRAEL
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M
ICHAEL FARADAY (one of our 
greatest scientists like Tesla, Bell, 
and Edison) of THE FARADAY 
TWINS proved famous people 
will recognize a miracle. Even 

Salvador Dali repeating “C’est magnifique” at the 
St Regis (below). The author mentions when I was 
14 years old I overheard my parents talking about 
someone with cancer…  until I realized they were 
talking about ME!! After Radiation Treatments—
I was down to only 135 pounds (5’ 11”)—my par-
ents sent me to The Choate School. I was so frail, 
doctors were checking my neck for tumors! 

Finally, in an attempt to save my life, I went to 
the Mellon Library and found a book by Michael 
Faraday that stated, “Rapidly heating and cooling 
water stops disease” which made sense since the 
long-lived Hunza people of the mountains of Pak-
istan consumed glacier water that freezes at night 
and thaws during the day. Accordingly, I also con-
sumed what Headmaster Seymour St John said 
was “a prodigious amount of food!” that included 
two gallons of milk per day until I was 6’ 7” and 
220 pounds and my friends at home didn’t know 
who I was. I had survived the same “bright light 
just before death” everyone experiences depicted 
by Dali in his “Hybrid Alien” painting.  

In 1952, I was at the Los Angeles Coliseum 
Olympic Trials when Hy Peskin from Time Life 
rushed from the stands to take probably 30 photos 

of me during the Discus event until I lost my con-
centration. However, I was flooded with business 
cards from Hollywood agents that included Henry 
Willson (Rock Hudson, Tab Hunter) and John 
Wayne. At Warner Brothers, Jim Garner and Dean 
Martin encouraged me to sign a movie contract. 
However, after opting to obtain my Engineering 
Degree, Salvador Dali asked me to meet him and 
photographer Philippe Halsman at the St Regis 
Hotel in N.Y. and Crucifixion was painted (1953-
54) with rave reviews that peaked Dali’s interest in 
UFOs. Photographer Howell Conant (Grace 
Kelly’s favorite) hired me for Sports Illustrated 
and newspaper magazine ads for Janzen bathing 
suits. Three body shots and my large hands re-
vealed I was the Dali model … resulting in half-
time football ads for cars and Viceroy with Don 
Ameche’s nephew Alan (Baltimore Colts). Later, 
American Cancer Society founder Elmer Bobst 
came to my home with Beth Walker (Coca Cola 
model) and Otto von Bolschwing (helped Allen 
Dulles/CIA bring 1,000 German scientists to the 
U.S. after WWII). By the way, UFO’s are real, 
with a viewing only 50 feet over my home!  After 
WWII, as a double agent, Otto became a US cit-
izen employed by Elmer Bobst (Warner Lam-
bert/Pfizer). 

 
MEASURABLE RESULTS  

An annual physical includes a patient’s 
BLOOD TEST. Dr. Guy Abraham, M.D. did in-
dependent  studies at UCLA with my water ma-
chine. Dr. Abraham taught at the UCLA Med-
ical School. He proved the claims we made about 
our water machines were true. He used five E5s 
for the tests and he ended up doing hundreds of 
Blood Tests of text subjects. He said:  

You can’t argue with something you 
can measure … the results speak for 
themselves! We can measure the abili-
ty of blood (94% water) to go through 
a membrane and into the cells. NOTH-
ING IS EVEN CLOSE TO YOUR WA-

The E5 Water Machine  
• Stainless steel, not plastic • Heats/cools 100’s times/min. 
• Adapts to any kitchen faucet • Eliminates deuterium 
• Changes hydrogen bond angle • Eliminates phthalates 
• Tax-deductible purchase • Multiple health benefits 
• 13 International patents • Energy-filled water 
• 332 approved FDA studies • Amazing power properties 
• 40 years in business • Assembled in the USA

Dali’s ‘Crucifixion’  
drew rave reviews at museums everywhere, including 

the Metropolitan Museum of Art, where Ayn Rand 
contemplated the “alien hybrid” painting for hours!  

As a result, as I enter my 90th year, the author of Answers from the Bible and THE FARADAY 
TWINS with 16 million followers, explains why Salvador Dali used me TWICE in his paintings.

JOHNELLIS.COM VIDEO: USE ANY OTHER WATER TO PROVE
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TER. You changed the properties of wa-
ter. Your Hydrogen Bond Angle is 10 
degrees greater than ordinary water. No 
wonder we get these results!  
 The ENERGY VIDEO at JohnEllis.com 

(“Can’t be duplicated by ANY other water”) and 
the Cancer Chart the FTC returned to us (fac-
ing page) also prove why my water machine 
produces results never seen before.  

WATER PROPERTIES are actually changed 
using  Faraday’s “MULTI PASS” method of rap-
idly heating and cooling water (three times per 
minute) hundreds of times per gallon … not 
ONCE like average distilled water!  332 FDA 
Tests and 13 International Patents don’t tell you 
the parameters we check … even the vacuum cre-
ated by the boiler before we ship a machine! 

And here is a snippet about my upcoming 
book, THE FARADAY TWINS, which says this 
about John Ellis’s achievements:  

THE FARADAY TWINS is a thor-
oughly researched book by an author 
with 16 million followers that relates 
[John Ellis’s] discovery to not only Fara-
day but also scientists like Davy, Bell, 
Edison and Tesla after interviewing 
top scientists even at the Los Alamos 
Nuclear Lab who said, “It’s a major dis-
covery. We wish we owned his 
patents!”… a fascinating read!  
Even with Faraday’s help, I am amazed any-

one would mention my discovery in the same 
breath with the most famous scientists the world 
has ever known!!  

As always, the results are explained in the videos 
at JohnEllis.com. This also includes  Municipal 
Letters about a company that got rid of the smell 
of over 10 million gallons of human waste in 
an allegedly “untreatable” five-acre Municipal 

Waste Lagoon using ONLY 1,000 gallons of the 
cooling water from our water machine! No oth-
er water in the world can do that either. 

 An M.D.—after we received a Foundation do-
nation—said: “Great results both in and out of 
the hospital” during the EBOLA CRISIS in bone 
dry Africa. My discoveries could also help clean 
up their vast aquifers! Since Mr. Gates wants to 
help the African people, he should know about 
a young girl in Ohio, who, along with her father, 
changed the water properties of 
over 200 wells (with a case history 
brochure). State Inspectors scratched 
their heads how this could be (like 
Municipal Testimonials). 

By law, restaurants have to add 
chlorine to their wells, but, after the 
young lady mentioned above treat-
ed some of their restaurant wells with 
my water, Inspectors couldn’t even 
find chlorine! They added more 
chlorine repeatedly and yet tests al-
ways showed no chlorine in the 
treated well water! Finally, since the 
water always tested pure, they passed 
inspections. Is this why the markers 
for diseases disappear? An oncologist 
who retired from Sloan Kettering af-
ter 30 years had the same comment. 

 
WATER DISTILLERS 
 
The home filter/distiller industry 

really started 50 years ago during 
Vietnam, when I owned Precision 
Switch Corp Port Chester, NY and 
my Resident Military Inspectors 
asked me about  “Single Pass” dis-
tillation that poisoned our sailors 
aboard the USS Buchanan (Internet) 
distilling highly diluted Agent Orange Dioxin in 
huge volumes of seawater!!  I said:  

Filtering and distilling even smaller 
volumes of water using “single pass” dis-
tillers will concentrate chemicals even 
more and may cause cancer … like 
making tinctures, concentrating the 
very chemicals you want to remove!!  
As a result, the founder of a major “single 

pass” distiller company died of cancer in his early 
50s just as I warned!  After 9/11, Sloan Ketter-
ing treated thousands of victims with accolades 
from the head oncologist who retired after 30 
years: “I don’t have access to your water any-
more!” (name and order info on file). Note the 

chart the FTC returned to us after the Chairman 
of The Armed Services Committee called the 
head of the FTC and said: “Leave the man 
alone.… This is the real deal!” (See right.)      

My Resident Military Inspectors also asked me 
about a company producing parts for nuclear sub-
marines like the Thresher and Scorpion. I said: 
“They will sink to the bottom during sea trials!”… 
even using cold rolled steel instead of titanium for 
the torpedo launch tubes!!  

I was proven correct but I couldn’t stop it be-
cause, after finding a blueprint error, I faced a Mil-
itary Tribunal for breach of contract because I re-
fused to put lives at risk until the fatal flaws were 
corrected. 

Take this chance to try our water. For a free 
sample call us today at 845-754-8696. Ask for 
Debbie in Sales.

This fax was sent over a 
decade ago to John Ellis 

from the U.S. Federal 
Trade Commission

Note where they wrote “H2O started 
here.” This letter was faxed back to us 
by the FTC confirming the Oncologist 
reports in the Video on our website 
after 30 years at Sloan Kettering.

• ORDER A JOHN ELLIS WATER MACHINE: 845-754-8696 

• LISTEN TO A FASCINATING RECORDING: 800-433-9553 

• SEE OUR WATER MACHINE IN ACTION: www.JohnEllis.com 
• STUDIES, TESTIMONIALS, RESEARCH: www.JohnEllis.com

TRY OUR 
WATER FREE!  

FREE BOTTLE: 
845-754-8696 

ASK FOR  DEBBIE  IN SALES

MANKIND HAS RUINED THE WATER GOD GAVE US!!
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By Phil Giraldi 

 
 

T
he White House decision to withdraw 
American troops from Syria as soon as 
possible may or may not be on track de-
pending on whom one believes. But one 
thing that is for sure is that the recent 

suicide bomber attack in Manbij, Syria, which killed 
four Americans and has been attributed to ISIS, has 
inspired the opponents of the drawdown to renew 
their claim that the terrorist group is still an active 
threat to the United States. President Donald 
Trump is now being subjected to heavy bipartisan 
and media pressure to reverse his decision. 

It is perhaps a coincidence that the attack 
should take place not long after the White House 
announcement of the withdrawal, thereby giving 
ammunition to those who wish to stay in Syria, ad-
mittedly illegally, for the foreseeable future. Or is 
it perhaps something else? Why, one must ask, did 
ISIS do something against its own interests by at-
tacking Americans and thereby increasing the 
odds that U.S. armed forces would remain in 
Syria? Wouldn’t it have been preferable to just let 
the American military leave, thereby eliminating 
one enemy from the playing field? 

Former arms inspector Scott Ritter, in a de-
tailed analysis of what is going on in Syria, has 
asked those questions and comes up with an ex-
planation. Far from being an enemy of ISIS, the 
U.S. has actually served to protect the group. 
American presence in northeast Syria, where the 
ISIS remnants are still holding on, has actually pre-
vented the final destruction of the terrorist group. 

Without the U.S. serving as an impediment, the 
armed forces of Syria aided by Russia and Iran 
would have already crushed ISIS in its remaining 
enclaves.  

Thus it is, against all conventional wisdom, the 
United States that is serving as ISIS’s protector, 
and the group staged the bombing deliberately 
with that in mind because it is better from their 
viewpoint to have American forces remain. They 
also clearly understood enough about American 
politics and its media to realize that they would be 
giving fuel to those in Congress and among the 
mainstream punditry to put more pressure on 
Trump to have the troops remain in place. 

That is how you start a war, or at least keep one 
going. It is called deception, or, when carried out 
by a state actor, a false flag in that the event is ca-
pable of being misinterpreted or mis-attributed to 
produce a desired result. There have been nu-

merous deception operations throughout history 
used to start wars. The battleship Maine was not 
blown up by the Spaniards in Havana Harbor in 
1898, but it served as a useful pretext to start a war 
that stripped Spain of its colonies. The Zimmer-
man telegram in World War I was a phony, but it 
helped bring the U.S. into the war against Ger-
many. More recently there were the two Gulf of 
Tonkin incidents, both lies, which dramatically 
increased American involvement in Vietnam. And 
one should not forget the largely fabricated hu-
manitarian and national security arguments made 
to attack Afghanistan, Iraq, and Libya. 

If one goes by the message coming out of the 
White House and State Department, it would ap-
pear that the next country being targeted by the 
U.S. for regime change is Iran. And the best way to 
start the war would be to have the Iranians, or 
someone pretending to be the Iranians, attack a 
U.S. naval vessel in the Persian Gulf. If it were 
carried out by, let us suggest, the Israelis or Saudis, 
both of whom have motive to do so, it would be a 
false-flag operation leading to war. It would also be 
a false flag if the U.S. itself were to carry out the at-
tack pretending to be Iranians. One recalls from 
the movie “Patton” the general’s hatred of the Rus-
sians and his rant at the end of the film, “In 10 days 
I’ll have us at war with those sons of b****** and 
I’ll make it look like their fault.” There are, unfor-
tunately, many in D.C. who would support such an 
approach, including Secretary of State Mike Pom-
peo and National Security Adviser John Bolton.  

Some observers are concerned that the cur-
rent lineup of administration hotheads is so de-
void of scruples that it might well be planning to 
either provoke or false-flag the United States into 

How to Start a World War 
• Provoking an ‘incident’ or a false flag the best way to keep U.S. in Middle East forever

THE CODDLING OF THE AMERICAN MIND  
How Good Intentions and Bad Ideas Are Setting Up a Generation for Failure
NEW BOOK FROM AMERICAN FREE PRESS! By Jonathan Haidt 
and Greg Lukianoff. Something has been going wrong on many col-
lege campuses in the last few years. Speakers are shouted down. Stu-
dents and professors say they are walking on eggshells and are afraid 
to speak honestly. Rates of anxiety, depression, and suicide are ris-
ing—on campus as well as nationally. How did this happen? First 
Amendment expert Greg Lukianoff and social psychologist Jonathan 
Haidt show how the new problems on campus have their origins in 
three terrible ideas that have become increasingly woven into Amer-
ican childhood and education: What doesn't kill you makes you 
weaker; always trust your feelings; and life is a battle between good 
people and evil people. These three Great Untruths contradict basic 
psychological principles about well-being and ancient wisdom from 
many cultures. Embracing these untruths—and the resulting culture 
of safetyism—interferes with young people’s social, emotional, and 

intellectual development. It makes it harder for them to become au-
tonomous adults who are able to navigate the bumpy road of life. 
Lukianoff and Haidt investigate the many social trends that have in-
tersected to promote the spread of these untruths. They explore 
changes in childhood such as the rise of fearful parenting, the decline 
of unsupervised, child-directed play, and the new world of social 
media that has engulfed teenagers in the last decade. They examine 
changes on campus, including the corporatization of universities and 
the emergence of new ideas about identity and justice. They situate 
the conflicts on campus within the context of America's rapidly ris-
ing political polarization and dysfunction. Hardback, 352 pages, $28 
plus $6 S&H inside the U.S. from AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, 
Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. (Outside U.S. email Book-
store@AmericanFreePress.net for S&H.) Call 1-888-699-6397 toll 
free to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. 

Former UN weapons 
inspector Scott Ritter 
says that had the U.S. 
not continued to aid 
and abet the ISIS ter-
rorist army, Iran, Rus-
sia, and Syria would 
surely have long ago 
wiped it out of exis-
tence. He suggests 
that the recent ISIS 
attack against U.S. 
forces may be fake. 
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the longed-for war against Iran. 
Unfortunately, to a certain extent, Iran is play-

ing into the scheming by America’s hawks. Early 
in December, Iranian President Hassan Rouhani 
threatened to stop all shipping passing through the 
Strait of Hormuz if Washington moves to block 
Iranian oil exports when sanctions kick in early in 
May. He said, “If someday, the United States de-
cides to block Iran’s oil, no oil will be exported 
from the Persian Gulf.” 

Washington for its part is also upping the ante, 
having sent an aircraft carrier, the USS John C. 
Stennis, to the Persian Gulf recently as part of a 
“show of force.” Iran has also beefed up its forces 
by deploying a considerable naval force to the In-
dian Ocean near the Persian Gulf, ready to move 
into the strait and close it if ordered to do so. 
Iran claims that it “completely controls the strait.” 

As nearly 30% of all seaborne oil passes through 
the Strait of Hormuz with the Stennis and Iranian 
forces on standby in the same area, the possibil-
ity of a fight starting either deliberately or by ac-
cident is growing. In early December, State De-
partment Special Representative on Iran Brian 
Hook declared during a press conference that 

Washington would “not hesitate to use military 
force when our interests are threatened . . . the 
military option on the table.” 

One does not have to suggest that either the 
United States or one of its alleged allies in the Mid-
dle East will inevitably take the low road and 
stage an incident, but the possibility remains it will 
occur to someone that this would be the easiest 
path to war. Others, who want war but are more 
cautious in terms of how they will initiate it, are 
probably waiting for the May 5 deadline when the 
U.S. embargo on Iranian oil sales kicks in. Iran will 
be forced to react, and the U.S. is no doubt prepar-
ing to strike back. We will thereby have a new war 
that serves no one’s interest apart from Israel and 
the Saudis and which will potentially devastate the 
region.  

The American people will have to do the actual 
fighting and dying while also paying the bills af-
terwards and will emerge as the biggest losers. H 
—— 

Philip Giraldi is a former CIA counter-terrorism specialist and 
military intelligence officer and a columnist and television commen-
tator. He is also the executive director of the Council for the National 
Interest. Other articles by Giraldi  can be found on the website of the 
Unz Review.
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The nuclear-powered aircraft carrier USS John C. Stennis is steaming to the Persian Gulf to 
try to scare Iran into kow-towing to the United States. It won’t work, but provocative actions like 
this merely serve to escalate tensions between the two feuding nations.



 

By Richard Walker 
 
 

I
n an effort to exploit the planned exit of U.S. 
special forces and mercenaries from Syria, 
Israeli officials are promising to continue 
bombing that country in violation of inter-
national law. 

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was 
quoted as saying it would be business as usual, but 
he might want to consider the fact that Russia will 
not allow him free rein to bomb Syria as he likes. 
Russian President Vladimir Putin has made it clear 
to him that there are some lines he should not 
cross. One is killing or targeting Russian military 
personnel in Syria. Another is Russian personnel 
becoming collateral damage of Israeli attacks on 
other targets. 

In the past three years, Israel has bombed Syria 
several hundred times in a clear breach of inter-
national law. It claims that its bombing of a sov-
ereign state is justified by its need for defense. Of 
course, this is a false legal argument.  

UN Charter 51 states specifically that a UN 
mandate is required by any country wishing to 
launch a war against another, and if self-defense 
is used as justification, the country launching a 
war must have been attacked. Syria has never at-
tacked Israel, but as with so much of Israel’s for-
eign policy, it has been willing to flout interna-
tional law, because Israelis know there will be no 
repercussions for its lawlessness. There are few 
countries in the region that have not been the tar-
get of Israel’s air force or of its assassination 
squads. 

President Donald Trump’s decision to fulfill his 
electoral promise to take troops out of Syria has 

angered Israel because it has consistently used 
U.S. involvement in the Syrian conflict as a cover 
for launching hundreds of air and ground strikes 
into Syria and Lebanon. With the White House 
announcement of the pullout, Netanyahu and 
members of his hard-right cabinet announced that 
attacks on Syria would continue unabated and 
might be increased. 

Israel’s strategy has been to exploit the Syrian 
conflict to target Iranian military advisers and 
Iranian-backed militias who have been fighting 
ISIS, al Qaeda, and the al-Nusra Front alongside 
Syrian and Russian military forces. In contrast, 
ISIS has never been Israel’s priority. In fact, Israel 
has armed, trained, and provided medical care to 
al-Nusra fighters. It has been focused on killing 
Iranians, hoping to goad Iran and Hezbollah into 
a full-blown conflict that would draw in the U.S. 
military and Netanyahu’s new allies, the Saudis. In 
that respect, Netanyahu likely has a backer in Na-
tional Security Adviser John Bolton, who has 
made it clear he would like to bomb Iran. Ne-
tanyahu, nevertheless, has been accused by Is-
raelis of bombing Syria and hyping an Iran threat 
from there to deflect from corruption charges he 
faces at home as new elections get closer. 

With the U.S. pullout, Israeli military planners 
are facing a new and potentially deadly issue, 
namely the continued presence of Russian forces 
and their S-400 missile batteries. Those, and the 
S-300 batteries Moscow gave the Syrian govern-
ment, have already had a limiting effect on Israeli 
air incursions into Syrian airspace. Russia’s mili-
tary has warned Israel that there will be serious 
consequences if it targets Russian forces or if 
Russian military personnel are casualties of an at-
tack on Syria or Iranian targets.  

There is no love lost between Putin and Ne-

tanyahu following the shooting down of an 
Ilyushin IL-20M Russian surveillance plane over 
Syria in 2018. The downing of the plane resulted 
in the deaths of 15 Russian personnel on board. 

The propeller plane, a flying command post, 
was shot down by missiles fired from older Russ-
ian S-200 anti-aircraft batteries operated at the 
time by the Syrian military. Russian military in-
vestigators, however, quickly determined that 
blame lay with Israel. According to Russian ex-
perts, two of four Israeli jets that entered Syria to 
carry out attacks used the cover of the larger II-
20M. An S-200 missile fired at the jets locked in-
stead on the larger Russian plane. Israel, as it al-
ways does, blamed the Syrian military, but 
operators of highly advanced S-400 batteries pro-
tecting the Russian Kheimim Air Base in Syria 
had recorded everything.  

According to reports, Putin was so angry with 
Netanyahu’s and Israel’s denials that he immedi-
ately upgraded Syria’s S-200 batteries to the S-300.  

The U.S. exodus will reduce American military 
traffic in the region, allowing Russian and Syrian 
missile operators to concentrate on all Israeli mil-
itary fighter aircraft exiting Israel en route to 
Syria.  

Gideon Levy, a leading columnist with Ha’ar -
etz, one of Israel’s prominent news outlets, was 
alarmed after the downing of the Russian plane. 
He warned Israel that its actions in Syria were 
“reckless” and would “come with a price.” His 
views were not given an airing by the U.S. main-
stream media, more than likely because they were 
highly critical of Israel’s Syria interventions.  

With the U.S. withdrawal, Netanyahu’s ten-
dency to recklessness could well lead to a con-
frontation with Russia over the skies of the Mid-
dle East. H 
—— 

Richard Walker is the pen name of a former N.Y. news producer.

Israel Running Risks in Trying 
to Exploit U.S. Exit from Syria
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A
dmired by some, condemned by others, and feared by all, the 
military might of the West is undeniably colossal. In On Western 
Terrorism, world-renowned intellectual Noam Chomsky dis-
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rial control, propaganda, the Arab Spring, and drone warfare. Chomsky 
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and Turkey. Updated with a fresh design and a new foreword by Chom-
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Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netan -
yahu has been warned by Russia that Is-
rael will not be given free rein in Syria and 
had better avoid targeting or killing Russ-
ian personnel stationed there—or else.

NETANYAHU



By S.T. Patrick 
 
 

O
n the eve of Martin Luther King Jr.’s na-
tional holiday, 66 researchers, authors, 
celebrities, witnesses, and talk show 
hosts are calling for a congressional 
truth and reconciliation committee to 

reinvestigate the murders of John F. Kennedy, 
Robert F. Kennedy, Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., and 
Malcolm X.  

While the initial press release called each 
signee a “prominent citizen,” the names that will 
surely carry the most weight with Congress and 
with average Americans are those with personal 
ties to the four murdered leaders.  

Robert F. Kennedy Jr., the author of American 
Values, raised significant questions in his recently 
released book. His sister, Kathleen Kennedy 
Townsend, also signed the “Call to Action” and the 
“Joint Statement on the Kennedy, King, and Mal-
colm X Assassinations and Ongoing Cover-ups.” 
The Kennedy family is new to public skepticism. 
There has long been an establishment defense that 
any further investigation would be hurtful to the 
Kennedy family.  

What we have learned in the past decade is that 
the Kennedy family, itself, has been skeptical since 

JFK was murdered in Dallas on Nov. 22, 1963. In 
Brothers: The Hidden History of the Kennedy 
Years, journalist David Talbot explained that 
Robert Kennedy had always believed his brother’s 
assassination was the result of a conspiracy. When 
RFK was killed in Los Angeles on June 6, 1968, the 
possibility of reopening the JFK assassination 
case in the Sixties ended. While John Kennedy Jr. 
and Caroline Kennedy were silent on the topic of 
assassination while their mother Jacqueline was 
alive, it has been rumored that John Jr., as the co-
founder of George magazine, was about to launch 
a full investigation of his father’s murder when he 
was killed in a plane crash on July 16, 1999. 

The King family has for decades been more sup-

portive of a reinvestigation. King’s son Dexter has 
been an ardent proponent of reopening the case. 
As RFK Jr. has recently met with an imprisoned 
Sirhan Sirhan, Dexter King met with the impris-
oned James Earl Ray in 1997. Ray denied killing 
MLK, and King’s son told Ray that he and the rest 
of the family believed him. Some members of the 
King family have been against reopening the case, 
though still believing in conspiracy, as they find it 
damaging to further publicize MLK’s personal af-
fairs. MLK’s nephew, Isaac Newton Farris Jr., and 
his longtime collaborator in nonviolence, Rev. 
James M. Lawson Jr., are two of the 66 signees. 
William Pepper, the attorney for Ray and the chief 
author of the MLK case, is also listed. 

The murder of Malcolm X is the least discussed 
and written-about of the four, but it is not of lesser 
importance. Whenever intelligence agencies, do-
mestic or international, have a hand in the murder 
of a public figure, it is important to find the truth. 
Rodnell Collins, a first cousin of Malcolm X and 
the curator of Malcolm’s childhood home, joins 
Karl Evanzz, author of The Judas Factor: The Plot 
to Kill Malcolm X, on the list of signees calling for 
action.  

The celebrities involved include director Oliver 
Stone, director Rob Reiner, actor Alec Baldwin, 
musician David Crosby, humorist Mort Sahl, and 
actor Martin Sheen.  ★

Re-Open JFK, MLK, RFK Investigations
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By S.T. Patrick 

 
 

T
he mainstream media have spent 
months lauding the influx of radical 
new Democrats that walk the halls of 
Capitol Hill since winning the 2018 mid-
term elections. While their ideas can 

seem dangerously far-left, they are not new. They 
are also not a result of an isolated movement con-
tained within the Democratic Party itself.  

The most prominent media darling of the new 
crop has been 29-year-old Rep. Alexandria Oca-
sio-Cortez (D-N.Y.), who has announced that she 
will favor enacting a “Green New Deal.” The goal 
of the plan would be to end nearly all fossil fuel 
use by 2030. The plan is largely economic, but it 
also details enviromental regulations and changes 
that would require expensive upgrades to every 
home and business. 

In hindsight, leading Democrat analysts have 
decried Obamacare, explaining the failure was 
that it didn’t reach far enough. The Green New 
Deal calls openly for a single-payer healthcare 
system. As an attempt to solve the economic in-
equity that exists between the top and the bottom, 
Ocasio-Cortez is calling for a “basic income” pro-
gram, as well as a federal jobs guarantee, which 
seeks to bring the unemployment rate to zero by 
using the government as the employer of last re-
sort (ELR).  

The Green New Deal is not the brainchild of 
one of the first millennials elected to Congress. It 
has its origin, at least in part, in the Canadian 
“Leap Manifesto” that socialist candidates have 
been endorsing there for over a decade. The Leap 

Manifesto called for a 100% dependency on green 
energy by 2050, a massive government program 
to retrofit housing, and a universal basic annual 
income. To finance the sea change in infrastruc-
ture needed, a stiff tax hike would be combined 
with the institution of a carbon usage tax. 

Colleagues of Ocasio-Cortez—those labeled as 
the “radical new Democrats” by Fox News—are 
Rep. Ayanna Pressley (D-Mass.), Rep. Rashida 
Tlaib (D-Mich.), and Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-Minn.). 
In addition to supporting the Green New Deal, 
they all support free college for all, free health-

care for all, and the abolition of Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement. While this insurgency of 
new, young Democrats is the favorite story for 
stations such as MSNBC and CNN, many of the 
same ideas within the party were popularized by 
77-year-old Sen. Bernie Sanders, who those same 
stations helped to defeat in the 2016 Democratic 
primaries. 

The “radical new Democrats” also identify as a 
group with “Justice Democrats,” who favor free 
maternity care, free child care, expanding anti-
discrimination laws, and funding Planned Par-
enthood. To their credit, Justice Democrats also 
support ending the war on drugs, pardoning Ed-
ward Snowden, reforming the police to ensure ac-
countability, renegotiating trade deals, opposing 
the World Trade Organization, ending the death 
penalty, and ending the practice of unilaterally 
waging war. But defenders of the limitless tax-
and-spend ideologies have never had a realistic 
grasp of real-world costs to individuals.  

It is much more difficult and much more ex-
pensive to repair an electric car, for example. Col-
lege instructors have to be paid. Is there a point 
when regulations or a tax burden on a small busi-
ness becomes too onerous to keep the doors 
open and the lights on? How does a small busi-
ness owner afford a much larger minimum wage? 

Radical New Democrats Big Spenders 
• Newly elected socialist/communist politicians want you to open your purses wide
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Leftist Sen. Bernie Sanders of Vermont has 
inspired a new generation of far-left-leaning 
politicians who believe that everything can be 
free. That’s impossible, but they are pushing 
a “Green New Deal,” nonetheless.

SANDERS
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BEAT IRS 
 
The Internal Revenue Service has lit-

erally thousands of trained tax experts 
to throw at you, stacking the deck 
against the average citizen facing tax 
problems. That’s why you need your 
own experienced experts on your side, 
fighting for you . . . 
 The MacPherson 

Group, LLC 
Rescuing Americans 
from IRS tyranny 

 

The MacPhersons have been defend-
ing freedom and securing the bless-
ings of liberty since 1978. Nathan 

MacPherson grew up watching his father de-
fend Patriots accused of tax crimes. With pa-
triarch Mac MacPherson consulting with his 
son, they now form a one-two punch 
against tyranny, representing clients in 
every U.S. state, the District of Columbia, 
and several foreign countries on four con-
tinents. Two generations of Tax Defense At-
torneys with extensive experience in exact-
ly the problems you may be facing now.  

IRS Debt, Liens, Levies 
Got You Down? 

 
 The best defense is a good offense!  
• Offer in Compromise  • Currently Not Collectible 

• Penalty Abatement  • Partial-Pay Installment 
Agreement • Audit Reconsideration 

• Collection Due Process Appeals Hearing 
•  Collection Appeals Process  

CONTACT: 
The MacPherson Group:  

Call 1-800-BEAT-IRS 
(623) 209-2003  

www.BEAT-IRS.com  
info@BeatIRS.com 

YOU CAN

There will be no free program, as every program 
will have a cost paid by individual taxpayers and 
small business owners. Every dollar given to 
someone must be taken from someone else, ei-
ther voluntarily or by the force of law. 

The Republicans can be indignant and self-
righteously angry at the fire in the belly of the new 
Democratic representatives, but there should also 
be a modicum of self-evaluation happening within 
the GOP. The party has long supported a corrupt 
war state, a crippling war on drugs, harmful trade 
policies, and an economic inequity that hurt 
American workers. These “new” Democrats are a 
reaction to a GOP that laughed at Occupy Wall 
Street rather than taking it seriously, rather than 
hearing it. The anger didn’t end up in front of a 
video screen after all; it found its way to the na-
tion’s capital at a swearing-in ceremony for the 
new Congress. The GOP is a party deficient of 
genuine concern for average Americans trying to 
live a life by classically conservative principles.         

The American system of capitalism is far from 
ideal. Donald Jeffries brilliantly wrote about the 
“survival of the richest,” a game by which the sys-

tem has been intentionally rigged to benefit those 
who were born into it and then stay at the top of 
the economic ladder.* But for even the most ad-
mirable staples of the American system to work, 
there must be a much larger group of givers than 
there are takers.  

Though Ayn Rand’s Atlas Shrugged topped out 
at over 1,100 pages, its message is rather simple. 
Every giver has a moment when they assess their 
place in line at the counter of American capital-
ism. At the point when it becomes more prof-
itable to be in the taker line, that person simply 
shrugs and steps right over, never to return.  

If the Green New Deal and economic platform 
of the Justice Democrats ever become law, the 
givers that are expected to fund such initiatives 
may leave the line en masse, and America as we 
know it may never return. ★ 
—— 

*Donald Jeffries’s book—Survival of the Richest: How the Cor-
ruption of the Marketplace and the Disparity of Wealth Created the 
Greatest Conspiracy of All ($25 plus $4 S&H in U.S., hardcover, 280 
pps.)—is available from AFPs bookstore. To purchase, send cash, 
check, or money order to AMERICAN FREE PRESS, 16000 Trade Zone 
Ave., Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, Md. 20774, or call AFP  toll free at 
1-888-699-6397 Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET to charge.
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From left to right above: Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Rep. Ayanna Pressley,  Rep. Rashida Tlaib and 
Rep. Ilhan Omar believe Americans should have free maternity care and free child care and that Planned 
Parenthood should be fully funded. How will all this be paid for? By you, of course.
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By Mark Anderson 

 
 

M
cALLEN, Texas—The atmosphere 
bordered on mayhem in the border 
city of McAllen, Texas during Presi-
dent Donald Trump’s Jan. 10 visit to 
the Rio Grande Valley (RGV) to in-

spect the security of the southern border. Close 
to 1,000 people, sporting banners and placards, 
lined both sides of South 10th Street just outside 
Miller International Airport, with about half rail-
ing against the proposed completion of the bor-
der “wall” and half expressing strong support for 
Trump’s wall-completion proposal. As Air Force 
One arrived around 12:35 p.m. Central Time, a 
scuffle or two broke out between the two sides, 
although the main steam valve for Trump’s de-
tractors and supporters was their messages. 

This writer approached the demonstrators, 
whose emotions were piqued by Trump’s an-
nounced intention to take executive action to fin-
ish the wall with or without the backing of Con-
gress. Fox News commentator Geraldo Rivera 
was nearby. Asked whether he’s inquiring into 
specifics on the violence in Central America, since 
that’s what is reportedly prompting migrants to 
form caravans and head north to begin with, 
Rivera concurred that’s an important question. 
He then added that the Central American nations, 
“I think will become even more dys func tional” if 
something isn’t done soon.  

Signs carried messages ranging from “women 
for Trump” and “finish the wall,” to “make Amer-
ica brown again” and “build bridges not walls.” 
Dee Avila of Edinburg, Texas repeatedly yelled, 
“Build that wall!” and said that she’s a proud His-
panic Trump supporter who feels the wall is 
needed to reduce the RGV’s criminal element. Ac-
cording to Trump supporter Eva Arechiga, that in-
cludes drug cartels owning strip joints for hiring 
young girls who illegally enter the U.S.   

Ms. Avila noted that RGV media often treat His-

panic conservatives like second-class citizens, in 
trying to uphold a stereotype that all Hispanics 
want open borders. Ms. Arechiga pointed out that 
the slogan “build bridges not walls,” seems rather 
absurd, she said, since there are 15 international 
bridges between El Paso and Brownsville, which 
provide plenty of ports of entry for those wanting 
to enter the U.S. legally and seek asylum. 

Such misleading slogans and stereotyping by 
media create a sense of inertia, making it ex-
ceedingly difficult to arrive at a solution and stop 
the border breaches that typically lead to 300-400 
apprehensions per day in the RGV sector alone. 
However, one day after Trump’s departure, local 
news affiliates reported that there were a whop-

ping 700 apprehensions in the RGV sector, a four-
county area encompassing Brownsville to the 
east and Mission to the west—and that’s just the 
number of people illegally entering the U.S. who 
were caught. 

 
CARTEL VIOLENCE 

 
A couple of days before Trump’s RGV trip, 21 

people were killed, several of whom were lit on 
fire, in a ghastly shootout that apparently started 
when a team of gunmen from the Northeast Car-
tel faction of Los Zetas made an incursion into the 
nearby Mexican town of Refugio Hinojosa, cur-
rently under the control of the Gulf Cartel. Refu-
gio is a rural community close to Miguel Aleman 
and Ciudad Mier, right across the border from 
Roma, Texas. It’s believed that explosives and 
grenade launchers were used in the skirmish, 
which torched five vehicles. One of the vehicles 
left at the scene was a white pickup with Texas li-
cense plates and makeshift armored plating. It’s 
important to emphasize that the Roma area, 
about 50 miles west of where Trump visited the 
border, lacks border fencing, even though it’s a 
hotbed for drug and human smuggling. 

“It featured logos to appear as a vehicle used 
by the Mexican Navy. The Northeast Cartel has a 
long history of using cloned uniforms and equip-
ment to blame authorities for their atrocities,” 
Breitbart News noted in a Jan. 10 report. 

Local educator Scott Nicol, who has partici-
pated in televised local forums on border issues, 
does not support the border project. He implied 
that everyone seeking to enter the U.S. is an in-
nocent asylum-seeker with no ill intentions. He 

Trump Won’t Abandon Border Wall 

TEN MYTHS ABOUT ISRAEL  
 By Ilan Pappe, “Israel’s Bravest Historian” 
 

In this groundbreaking book, published on the 50th anniversary of the Occupation, the outspoken Israeli 
historian Ilan Pappe examines the most contested ideas concerning the origins and identity of the contem-
porary state of Israel. The “10 myths” that Pappe explores—repeated endlessly in the media, enforced by 
the military, accepted without question by the world’s governments—reinforce the regional status quo. He 
explores the claim that Palestine was an empty land at the time of the Balfour Declaration, as well as the for-

mation of Zionism and its role in the early decades of nation building. He asks whether the Palestinians voluntar-
ily left their homeland in 1948, and whether June 1967 was a war of “no choice.” Turning to the myths surrounding 
the failures of the Camp David Accords and the official reasons for the attacks on Gaza, Pappe explains why the 
two-state solution is no longer viable. Softcover, 192 pages, $16 plus $4 S&H inside the U.S. from AFP Bookstore, 
16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge, 
Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. Order the book online at www.AmericanFreePress.net.

AFP roving editor Mark Anderson snapped 
this shot of a young man whose Hispanic par-
ents made their family’s message clear dur-
ing President Donald Trump’s recent visit to 
bordertown McAllen, Texas.
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told AFP during Trump’s RGV visit that walls, in 
his view, tend to trap migrants and increase their 
deaths and injuries. He didn’t fully clarify why a 
typical asylum-seeker would avoid a legal port of 
entry where their safety could be better assured 
and where asylum requests are actually made. 
Nicol understands that drug traffickers most 
often use ports of entry to try to smuggle their 
stuff into the U.S. Therefore, he thinks finishing 
the border fence won’t stop the drug flow much, 
except for marijuana, which, because it’s bulky, 
is often snuck through un-fenced areas rather 
than hidden in containers at entry ports.  

However, according to Border Patrol agents, 
other law enforcement officers, and some local 
clergy, drug traffickers do traverse un-fenced 
areas well away from ports of entry and not just 
for moving marijuana. They often do so by piling 
tires or dense foam across the Rio Grande River, 
which has many narrow spots and can be shal-
low enough to walk across. Boards are placed 
atop the tires or the foam so that a vehicle can be 
driven across the river to move various drugs, 
other contraband, or people from Mexico to the 
U.S. Barges are also used to move contraband 
across the river. 

Such bleak scenarios backdropped Trump’s 
four-hour visit to the RGV as he divided his time 
between visiting border locations in the southern 
McAllen-Mission area and conducting a panel dis-
cussion with Texas Republican Sens. John 
Cornyn and Ted Cruz, along with Customs and 
Border Patrol personnel and Homeland Security 
officials.  

Despite calls to the Secret Service, a local con-
gressman’s office, and the White House press of-
fice, this reporter was unable to obtain access to 
the panel discussion at a McAllen Border Patrol 
station. Televised excerpts showed Trump clari-
fying that, when he said Mexico would help pay 
for the wall, he meant that the new U.S.-Mexico-
Canada trade deal could provide enough finan-
cial benefits for the U.S. that they could be 
leveraged for wall funding. 

 “They say walls are medieval; well, so is the 
wheel,” he mused. “They say I’ve manufactured 
this crisis. The only thing that’s been manufac-
tured is the word ‘manufactured.’ ” In front of him 
as he spoke was a table displaying drugs and 
other contraband seized at the border, including 
a 50-caliber machine gun.  

Trump’s visit seemed to increase his resolve to 
finish the wall (a few hundred miles of fencing 
exist now on the 1,900-mile southern border), and 
construction is already in motion. Well to the 
west in El Paso, Texas and over to New Mexico, 
new fencing and wall sections have been under 
construction for several months, including a $73 
million section along a 20-mile stretch in Santa 
Teresa, N.M. The El Paso Times reports “con-
struction of the president’s border wall” began, 
albeit in a piecemeal fashion, as far back as April 
2018. Thus, while the showdown over the gov-
ernment shutdown has been contentious, Trump 
seems two steps ahead of Congress and the ma-
licious mainstream media on this issue, at least 
in some respects.  

On Nov. 2, 2018, Customs and Border Protec-
tion (CBP) announced in a news release that 
“CBP, in partnership with the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, has awarded a contract to construct 
approximately six miles of levee wall system in 
the U.S. Border Patrol’s RGV sector, which was 
funded in CBP’s Fiscal Year 2018 appropriation. 
The contract for this project, referred to by CBP 
as RGV-03, awarded on October 31, 2018 in the 
amount of $145 million for construction,” is 
scheduled “to begin in February 2019.”  

That includes “the construction and installa-
tion of tactical infrastructure including a rein-
forced concrete levee wall to the height of the 
existing levee, 18-feet-tall steel bollards installed 
on top of the concrete wall, and vegetation re-
moval along a 150-foot enforcement zone 
throughout the approximately six miles of [the] 
levee wall system. The enforcement zone will 
also include detection technology, lighting, video 
surveillance, and an all-weather patrol road par-
allel to the levee wall. This project lies within the 
McAllen Station area of responsibility in Hidalgo 
County.” 

“The RGV sector remains an area of high illegal 
cross border activity. In 2017, [the Border Patrol] 
apprehended over 137,000 illegal aliens and 
seized approximately 260,000 pounds of mari-
juana and approximately 1,192 pounds of co-
caine. Once constructed, this levee wall system 
will serve as a persistent impediment to transna-
tional criminal organizations, while still allowing 
river access for property owners, other federal/ 
state/local officials, local emergency responders 
and [Border Patrol].” ★

Military Encounters With UFOs in WWII 
 
By Keith Chester. Mankind had reached a threshold in the fourth decade of the 20th 
century. There were unprecedented scientific and technological achievements, but de-
spite such progress, humanity was entering one of its darkest chapters. World War II 
would grip the world with terror for six years. During that time military personnel 
reported seeing numerous highly unconventional aircraft in all theaters of operation. 
These objects had extraordinary flight performance capabilities, came in a variety of 
shapes, sizes, and colors, and were able to travel at extraordinary speeds and avoid radar 
detection. Strange Company is the first in-depth account of unconventional aircraft 
observed and reported by the military during World War II. It includes the reactions 
by military commands, their viewpoints, and theories as they struggled to make sense 
of the observations. Strange Company presents one of the greatest wartime myster-
ies, one that has been shrouded in ignorance for more than 60 years. Softcover, 320 
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Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to 
charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. Purchase this and other great books and videos  online 
at www.AmericanFreePress.net.
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A False Reality 
The very toys we are given to play with are manufactured to control our 
minds. The food we are given poisons us and ensnares us in a cycle of 
addiction. The system around us ensures we have no choice but to learn 
the teachings of an elite that wishes to maintain control over us. By using 
their own methods against them, we can reveal their subtle ways. The 
simplest methods, such as AIDA are used every moment of every day. 
It begins with A, Attention. They then keep our I, Interest and build a D, 
Desire and call us to A, Action. Whether it is work, play or war, these 
methods are employed to control us and we don’t even realize it. From 
television to the Internet, from books to music, from groceries to energy, 
from politics to religion, our lives are not our own. It’s time to rip our minds 
away from the beast that devours our souls. DVD, 60 minutes plus spe-
cial features, $15. 
 A World Ruled by Evil 
Many simply watch this news without understanding it or even trying to. 
They don’t know the bigger picture, the truth about what is really hap-
pening. The truth is, what happens out there, affects us all—and all of 
these world events are happening, not by chance, but by design. All of 
our lives are being affected by just a few men who are members of an 
elite group. Their ancestors plotted and schemed just as they are doing 
today. They affect all levels of society from lawmakers and enforcers, to 
religious and political leaders, to movie makers and media moguls, as 
well as industrial giants and pharmaceutical billionaires. Through clever 
manipulation, marketing, propaganda and force, they control the world, 
but they aren’t the politicians you’re thinking of because most often the 
politicians are pawns themselves. Instead, these people are members of 
a long line, a golden thread through history that stretches back thou-
sands of years and can be traced through their own bloodline. Welcome 
to the world of a very real and powerful secret society. DVD, 60 minutes 
plus special features, $15. 

Aliens at the Pentagon  
For years, the U.S. government denied they investigated UFOs, so when 
the existence of a secret Pentagon program to study the phenomenon 
was revealed in late 2017, the bombshell revelation made headline news 
around the world. The Pentagon’s classified UFO project was so cleverly 
hidden, it didn’t even use the term “UFO” in its title. Known as the Ad-
vanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program (AATIP), this multi-mil-
lion dollar classified program researched and investigated UFOs, with 
even Congress knowing nothing about this super-secret unit. Nick Pope 
used to investigate UFOs and other unexplained phenomena for the 
British government, leading the media to call him “the real Fox Mulder.” 
Now Pope exposes the secretive workings of the Pentagon’s real-life X-
Files unit, using his past experiences to tell the incredible story as only 
an insider can. Learn the secret history of AATIP—how it studied videos 
of military jets chasing UFOs, looked at “mystery metals,” and even con-
ducted tests on encounter witnesses. This work takes us close to a de-
finitive explanation of the UFO mystery, but that explanation might not be 
the one people are hoping for, because the T in AATIP stands for “threat” 
—and there’s a reason. DVD, 70 minutes plus special features, $20. 
 

A One World Agenda: The Illuminati  
Their names have changed, their faces altered but their bloodlines re-
main the same. We see glimpses of their great and far reaching power, 
we see revolutions and war, and we succumb to their propaganda and 
manipulation again and again. Most have no idea that they are under 
the spell. In the 18th century, they emerged into the spotlight briefly to 
bring about worldwide cataclysmic change and they called themselves 
the Illuminati. Quickly they spread and embedded themselves and their 
ideals within other secret societies and have infiltrated every aspect of 
society on all sides of the fence. This is the story of the world’s most 
powerful secret and sacred order. DVD, 60 minutes, $15.

Shocking New DVDs from AFP

ORDER ANY OF THESE DVDS FROM AMERICAN FREE PRESS, 
16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. 
*Inside the U.S. add $4 S&H on orders up to $25. Add $6 S&H on orders 
from $25.01 to $50. Add $8 on orders from $50.01 to $75. Add a flat $10 

on orders over $75. (Email Bookstore@AmericanFreePress.net for for-
eign S&H.) For fastest ordering please call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to 
charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. You can order them online, but the special 
discount is only for AFP print readers: www.AmericanFreePress.net.

BONUS: ORDER ALL FOUR DVDs FOR JUST $58.50*—SAVE 10%!
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By Dave Gahary 

T
he Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention’s National Center for 
Health Statistics (NCHS) revealed last 
year that American women were hav-
ing children at the lowest rate re -

corded since 1987, with just 3.85 million babies 
born in 2017. Also shocking, women’s fertility 
rate was also the lowest since the U.S. govern-
ment began tracking it more than 100 years ago.  

One of the reasons for the drop is the “con-
tinued sharp decline in teen births”—seen as a 
positive, since children born to adolescents have 
unfavorable health, behavioral, and educational 
outcomes throughout their entire lives. The study 
showed that since 2007, “the teen birthrate has 
declined by 55%, and is down 70% since its peak 
in 1991.” Sustained use of birth control has 
helped to drive down the teen birthrates. 

Now, a state-by-state analysis—broken down 
by ethnicity—by researchers at NCHS, reveals 
some interesting facts and figures. 

The analysis uncovered that some areas of 
the country are much more fertile than others, 
and that just two states—South Dakota and 
Utah—have fertility rates that rose to the level 
needed to sustain the U.S.’s current population, 
which requires 2,100 babies to be born for every 
1,000 women in order for the country’s popula-
tion to essentially replace itself. 

Midwest and Southeast states had higher fer-
tility rates than the Northeast or West Coast, 
where a 57% differential “exists between the 
highest state rate (South Dakota, 2,227 births) 
and the lowest (the District of Columbia, 1,421 
births),” according to the study. 

A Jan. 10 article in The Wall Street Journal re-
ports the “total fertility rate,” which estimates the 
number of children a woman would have in her 

lifetime, was 1,765 births per 1,000 women, far 
below the “replacement level” of 2,100 babies 
born for every 1,000 women. 

Also revealed in the analysis is the stark fer-
tility differences between the different races. 

The only race to exceed the “replacement 
level” was Hispanics, who “had the highest fer-
tility rate of the ethnicities studied.” Blacks 
achieved that level in 12 states, while whites 
failed to reach the 2,100-births requirement in 
any state. 

It is expected that, white people, whose an-
cestors forged this nation, will experience what 
it feels like to be a minority soon unless some-
thing drastic happens, but the odds are that 
whites will continue to be displaced and replaced 
by other ethnic groups, especially Hispanics. 

The influx of Hispanic immigrants in the first 
place is thanks to the Immigration and National-
ity Act of 1965, aka the Hart-Celler Act, which 
ended the National Origins Formula that had been 
in place since the Emergency Quota Act of 1921. 
The Hart-Celler Act abolished the quota system 
based on national origins that had been U.S. im-
migration policy since the 1920s and began the 
decades-long discrimination against northern Eu-
ropeans. 

Last time I checked, not a single politician 
who voted for this bill asked any of their white 
constituents if they would mind becoming a mi-
nority in a few short decades. What we all have 
allowed our elected representatives to do to our 
futures is a national disgrace, and we are the 
ones who have been—and will continue to be—
paying the price. H 
—— 

Dave Gahary, a former submariner in the U.S. Navy, prevailed in a suit 
brought by the New York Stock Exchange in an attempt to silence him. Dave 
is the producer of an upcoming film about the attack on the USS Liberty. See 
the website erasingtheliberty.com or call (850) 677-0344 for more information.

U.S. Birthrates Continue Free Fall 
• Startling new stats indicate only Hispanics having enough kids to replace population  
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Famed Activist Red Beckman Dies  
• IRS critic worked six decades teaching fellow patriots their constitutional rights

Shown are five of Red Beckman’s most popular works. All are still available from online vendors or from the Beckman family.

 
By Pat Shannan 

 
 

O
n Dec. 30, 2018, American liberty 
lovers and truthseekers lost a great 
friend with the passing of Martin J. 
“Red” Beckman. Born in 1928, Beck-
man had just celebrated his 90th birth-

day during the recent Thanksgiving week.  
Since discovering truth, Beckman had spent 

most of the past half-century writing books, lec-
turing, producing television videos, and being in-
terviewed on various talk shows. Many of these 
books he made available to readers of AMERICAN 
FREE PRESS through the full-page advertisements 
he regularly placed in this country’s last, real na-
tional newspaper. 

 Remembering his military oath taken during 
the Korean Conflict to defend his nation “against 
all enemies, foreign and domestic,” it took Beck-
man a few years after returning home to realize 
just who these “domestic enemies” were that were 
threatening the freedoms of the American people 
far more than any foreign enemies.  

Beckman had been introduced to the terrorist 
tactics of the IRS in 1957 as a contract logger in 
Montana. He had a good crew and a growing com-
pany, and he and his wife, Earlene, were happily 
raising an expanding family. That is, as he said to 
this writer, “Until we were confronted with the 
most corrupt powers that we hard-working people 
could ever imagine.”  

Beckman was able to win that first IRS battle 
and had a brief reprieve until the next confronta-
tion in 1963. He won again that time and had no 
more problems until 1973-74. When the IRS med-
dlers next decided to become a problem for the 
Beckman family, they made a big mistake. He did-
n’t foolishly load his rifle, an act that he knew 
would be futile, but instead began to fire a differ-
ent round of bullets—those of information to oth-
ers. His books have since brought an inspiring 

message of patriotism to untold thousands of 
truth-seekers. And, we must remember, this was 
accomplished without benefit of the advertising 
funds from the giant publishing companies. All the 
Beckman books were self-published. 

While that lengthy fight with the IRS was still 
going on, Beckman authored his first book in 
1979, Born Again Republic, a delightful reminder 
to Americans of the blessed founding of the U.S.A. 
and how the unconstitutional IRS was stealing 
their wealth and liberties. 

Known as “Montana’s Fighting Redhead,” “The 
Grandfather of FIJA” (Fully Informed Jury Asso-
ciation), and “America’s Oldest Living Patriot,” 
Beckman said only last year that one of his neigh-
bors had just read Born Again Republic and 
thought it was the best book he had ever read on 
the subject and that the information therein is 
more appropriate and applicable today, 40 years 
later, than it was when he wrote it. 

Beckman had a great marketing plan. He was 

more interested in spreading his message than 
he was in making money with his mission, so 
whenever he was invited to speak, he came up 
with an offer no group leader could refuse. 

“Just give us a meal and a room for the night 
and buy a case of books for your own distribu-
tion,” he would say.  

Born Again Republic was so well-received by 
American truth-seekers that Beckman realized he 
was harboring more suppressed information and 
began to write again. A lifelong Christian, he ad-
mitted that he was wrong when as a young man he 
trusted and believed what preachers from the 
501(c)(3) corporate churches were teaching, and 
in 1984 published The Church Deceived, which de-
fines the many lies spread from America’s pulpits 
as “gospel truth.” Deceived churches are a very se-
rious problem,” said Red, “because they betray the 
trust and confidence of the people.” 

The 501(c)(3) tax status, which lured naïve 
church leaders into incorporating as a business 
(so parishioners could deduct their tithes and of-
ferings), was the brainchild of a criminal U.S. sen-
ator from Texas by the name of Lyndon Baines 
Johnson. Of course, church gifts were already tax 
deductible, but Johnson had contrived a plan for 
eventual control of which messages would be 
preached from America’s pulpits and which would 
not. 

Beckman was constantly reminding reading 
and listening audiences that they had three votes 
in this nation, and the one on election day might 
be the least important. The forgotten other two 
are the grand jury vote (whether or not to indict 
a fellow citizen) and that from the petit jury box 
determining the guilt or innocence of a defen-
dant—especially those accused of crimes without 
a victim. Beckman found it horrifying that Chris-
tians were sending Christian brothers and sisters 
to jail for the alleged crime of not filing papers 
with the government.  

In 1990, Beckman followed with Walls in Our 
Minds, a multi-chapter compilation of essays de-

RED and EARLENE BECKMAN
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picting the many other aspects and methods politi-
cians are using to deceive us daily and the indoc-
trination process used by the news media to keep 
us that way. 

One of the most popular books of all—with an 
intriguing title—Why the Militia? (1997) com-
manded the attention of both the pro-constitu-
tionists and those who had been news-media 
brainwashed against the “evils” of an armed pop-
ulace. 

One amusing anecdote surfaced a couple of 
years later when an IRS-targeted young man ap-
peared in federal court as a pro se defendant 
against “willful failure” charges. Following their 
normal habitude, the IRS had previously released 
a few derogatory characterizations of “John” the 
defendant to the news media, and now in his 
opening statement, the prosecuting attorney had 
further attempted to demean the young man by 
telling the court among other things that he was a 
“militia leader.”  

It was an “aha moment.” 
Since reading Why the Mili-
tia? “John” had been moti-
vated to brush up on the 
history of the People’s Mili-
tia since the 18th century 
and included his new-found 
knowledge within his open-
ing statement to sling egg 
all over the prosecutor’s 
face. 

First, “John” told the 
court about the media 
smear campaign that had 
gone on, designed to bias 
the jurors against him, and 
then said that the prosecu-
tor had just attempted the 
same thing “by calling me a 
militia leader. However, the 
fact is, I have documentary 
evidence right here,” as he waved some handheld 
papers in the air, “that the prosecutor himself is 
actually a secret member of the people’s unor-
ganized militia.” 

The 35-year-old assistant U.S. attorney went 
berserk with a loud objection and screamed that 
such a thing was a lie. “John” then motioned that 
the prosecutor be sworn in and put on the witness 
stand, but the judge would not allow it, so “John” 
began to read from the Militia Act of 1792 that 
conscripted every “free able-bodied white male 
citizen between the ages of 18 and 45 into a local 
militia company,” which, of course, exposed the 
ignorance of the prosecutor and entertained the 
jurors, some of whom suddenly realized that they 
were militia members as well.  

Ironically, Beckman’s greatest effort became 
his least appreciated. In 1981, Beckman and a 
group calling themselves the Montana Historians 
organized and financed the research and travel of 
former investigator for the Illinois Department of 
Revenue Bill Benson to collect the records from 
all the state capitals in the lower 48 states, which 
applied to and proved (or disproved) the 1913 
lawful passing of the 16th Amendment. The re-
sults of that research showed an astounding, doc-
umented fact: The amendment purportedly au-
thorizing a tax on personal income had never 
been lawfully ratified by the states. In fact, it had 

not even come close.  
The Law That Never Was became what must 

be the most censored and government-suppressed 
book of the 20th century, if not in all the history of 
the United States. 

In 1983, before The Law That Never Was was 
published, Beckman was called as an expert wit-
ness in a criminal tax trial in Fort Worth, Texas. He 
presented some of Benson’s documents to the 
court, but the judge not only refused to let the jury 
see them or hear his testimony but ordered mar-
shals to remove Beckman from the courtroom, 
thereby displaying more collusion between the 
courts and the IRS. 

Following publication, Beckman, Benson, and 
the Montana Historians funded the delivery of 
535 copies to the U.S. Capitol in Washington, 
D.C.—one to each senator and representative—
but never received even a “thank you” or any sort 
of acknowledgment from a single congresscritter. 

Beckman came close to 
dying two years ago, but 
with prayer, good nutrition, 
and the avoidance of med-
ical doctors and Big Phar -
ma he fought it off more 
than once. For awhile there, 
he was even talking about 
writing another book, but 
the rheumatoid arthritis he 
had been fighting for a 
decade or more had re-
curred to the point that he 
couldn’t even type on the 
keyboard. 

The arthritis came and 
went and came again, and 
in his last few weeks he 
was saying, “I don’t think 
God is going keep me here 
much longer,” and “I’m 
ready to go home.”  

On the last Friday of the year, Earlene reached 
out to friends and family that she thought the end 
was near. 

“He can’t walk, and he can’t talk,” she told me. 
“I just wanted you to know,” and that night I said 
a little prayer asking for his comfort. 

After hearing no news on Saturday, I gave Ear-
lene a call on Sunday to see how he was doing. “No 
change,” she said. “He can’t get out of bed, and he 
can’t talk.” We chatted another minute, and then 
she put the nurse on to tell me something. 

“Wanna’ talk to him, Pat?” 
I said, “How am I going to talk with him? You 

just told me he can’t talk.” 
“Right,” she said, “but he can hear you when I 

put you on speaker phone. I know he’d like to hear 
your voice.” She walked into the bedroom, and a 
few seconds later she said, “Go ahead, Pat. He can 
hear you now.” 

I thought for a moment and told him, “Hey, old 
pal. You’re a tough ol’ coot, but it’s okay if you go 
on up now. We’ll see you up there later.”  

Nurse Carrie said he showed a slight smile and 
nodded his head just a little. 

Only a few hours later they called me back to 
say, “He just passed away 15 minutes ago.” ★ 
—— 

Pat Shannan is a longtime writer and currently publishes arti-
cles and commentaries on the website “News Behind the Façade” lo-
cated at www.iniworldreport.com

Red on his 90th birthday.

Get your copy of 
Red’s last book:  

Lost Sheep Found 
 

America used to be a country with a 
government. Now we’re a govern-
ment with a country. Red Beckman 
spent more than 45 years (during the 

first half of his life) as a church-going Christian, 
listening to and believing everything the 
preacher said.  Then he says he realized that the 
vast majority of the nation’s churches—not just 
his own—had fallen under a mysterious force 
teaching many government edicts that simply 
were not biblical. 

Red believed the core problems afflicting 
America today are spiritual ones that cannot be 
solved politically. Simply put, we must return 
America to “One nation under God.” 

It’s not welfare, food stamps or war that will 
make our nation great again, and it most cer-
tainly isn’t Republicans or Democrats, as he 
points out in his last book Lost Sheep Found. 
Only repentance and a return to God and bib-
lical guidance can save America, and this means 
that the nation’s pastors must stop obeying gov-
ernment edicts that interfere with the teachings 
of God. These preachers can reach out to hun-
dreds of dedicated listeners each week and can 
have more political impact on We the People 
than any D.C. politician. 

Reforming this nation can start in the pulpit 
and the truths contained in Lost Sheep Found can 
be a guide for them and others who are willing 
to admit the real problem is a spiritual one, not 
a political one. Inside this book is a wealth of 
practical and spiritual wisdom accumulated dur-
ing Red’s life. Red spent the greater portion of 
his life touring, lecturing and writing books in an 
attempt to make a difference by educating his 
fellow citizens about the truth about the IRS, 
personal freedom, the Constitution and the 
need for national spirituality. Now it’s your turn.  

Red Beckman’s Lost Sheep Found,—soft-
cover, 64 pages, just $10 each ppd. inside the 
U.S. Send payment with request to AFP, 16000 
Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marl-
boro, MD 20774 or call 1-888-699-6397 toll 
free to charge, Mon-Thu. 9-5. If you want more 
than 100 copies, call Jeanette at 202-544-5977 
and she’ll give you the lowest price possible.

http://www.iniworldreport.com


 
By Patrick J. Buchanan 

 
 

“T
hose who make peaceful revolu-
tion impossible . . . make violent 
revolution inevitable,” said John 
F. Kennedy. In 2016, the U.S. and 
Britain were both witness to 

peaceful revolutions. The British voted 52-48 to 
sever ties to the European Union, restore their full 
sovereignty, declare independence, and go their 
own way in the world. Trade and immigration 
policy would henceforth be decided by a parlia-
ment elected by the people, not by bureaucrats in 
Brussels. “Brexit” it was called. And British defi-
ance stunned global elites. Two and a half years 
later, Britain is still inside the EU, and no one 
seems to know when or whether the divorce will 
take place—a victory of London and European 
elites over the expressed will of the British people.   

Appalled by the Brexit vote, these elites played 
a waiting game, broadcasting warnings of what 
could happen, to panic the British public into re-
considering and reversing its democratic deci-
sion. Losing candidates and losing parties accept 
defeat and yield power. Establishments have agen-
das they do not regard as subject to electoral re-
pudiation or repeal. Defeated, they use their non-
electoral powers to prevent unwanted policies 
from ever being implemented. Call it limited 
democracy. 

In 2016, Donald J. Trump was elected presi-
dent when a spirit of rebellion against America’s 
failed elites roiled both parties. Both the Trump 
campaign and the Ted Cruz campaign, which ran 
second in the Republican race, offered anti-es-

tablishment ideas. So, too, did the Bernie Sanders 
campaign in the Democratic primaries. 

Trump’s defining agenda was basically this: He 
would build a wall across the Mexican border to 
halt the flood of illegal migrants. He would extri-
cate us from the half dozen Middle East wars into 
which Bush II and Obama had plunged us. He 
would abrogate the trade deals that had seen im-
ports from NAFTA nations, China, the EU, and 
Japan replace goods made in the U.S. He would 
halt the shuttering of tens of thousands of U.S. fac-
tories and the hemorrhaging of millions of manu-

facturing jobs. He would call off the new cold 
war with Russia. 

Halfway through this presidential term, where 
are we? Part of the U.S. government has been 
shut down for a month. The wall has not been 
built and may never be. Trump’s decision to pull 
2,000 U.S. troops out of Syria has met massive re-
sistance from our foreign policy establishment. 
Trump is being pushed to confront Russia from 
the Baltic to the Black Sea and to trash the inter-
mediate-range nuclear missile treaty that Ronald 
Reagan negotiated with Mikhail Gorbachev.   And 
we are being pushed toward a new Mideast war 
with Iran. 

This was the establishment’s agenda, not 
Trump’s. We have lately learned that after Trump 
fired FBI Director James Comey, a cabal inside the 
FBI initiated a counterintelligence investigation to 
discover if Trump was a conscious agent of a 
Kremlin conspiracy. Who made this call? Who ap-
proved it? Did the FBI discover that Trump is a pa-
triot, or another Alger Hiss? We have not been told 
by the FBI after two years of investigation. Why 

Will of the People Being Thwarted 
• Leftists may not be in Oval Office, but they control schools, colleges, unions, media
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You Can Fix Your Brain: Just One Hour a Week to the 
Best Memory, Productivity and Sleep You’ve Ever Had  

 
By Tom O’Bryan, with a foreword by Mark Hyman  

We’ve all experienced brain fog—misplaced keys, forgotten facts, a general feeling that you’re just feel-
ing off today. And many of us will experience that “fog” manifesting as something more permanent—
either in ourselves or our loved ones. No matter what your current brain health state may be, You Can 

Fix Your Brain will enable and empower you to take concrete steps that will make an immediate difference in 
your brain’s vitality, clarity, and energy. Your memory will improve, fogginess will disappear, you’ll be less tired 
all the time, and much more. And, you’ll learn that these aren’t empty promises. Dr. Tom O’Bryan, author of The 
Autoimmune Fix, knows how to create lasting changes in health, and he’s here to share them with you. It’s a 
step-by-step approach to better cognitive function—being selective about what’s on your fork, what’s in your en-
vironment, and how you take care of yourself can make a world of difference. With only one hour a week of prac-
tice, in six months, you can say goodbye to brain fog and welcome a better long-term memory and a sharper 
mind. Softcover, 400 pages, $27 plus $6 inside the U.S. from AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper 
Marlboro, MD 20774. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET.

The election of Donald Trump was the 
chance for the United States to have a 
peaceful revolution, one in which America-
first nationalist policies would supplant the in-
ternationalist, globalist policies of the last 75 
years that have so miserably failed our na-
tion. Unfortunately, leftists, globalists, the in-
telligence community and the media refuse 
to allow this peaceful revolution to evolve.

TRUMP



not? We do know that the dirt-diving arm of the 
Clinton campaign, Fusion GPS, hired a British 
former spy with KGB connections to cook up a 
“dirty dossier” that was used to persuade the se-
cret foreign intelligence court to approve the sur-
veillance of the Trump campaign. 

Yet there seems a massive media disinterest in 
a conspiracy that might portray Trump as the vic-
tim of dirty campaign tricks. 

Which brings us back to the larger question: 
While populists have won elections and carried 
out peaceful revolutions, often the policies for 
which they have successfully worked are never 
implemented.    

In the 1975 book Conservative Votes, Liberal 
Victories: Why the Right Has Failed, this writer 
sought to explore and explain the forces that so 
often deny the right the policy fruits of its politi-
cal victories. Foremost among these was “the 
New Journalism.” 

“The essence of press power lies in the au-
thority to select, elevate, and promote one set of 
ideas, issues, and personalities and to ignore oth-
ers,” this writer wrote. “The press determines 
what ‘people will talk and think about’ because of 
the monopoly it holds over the news and infor-
mation flowing out of Washington.” 

Among the reasons for Trump’s political suc-
cess, such as it is, is that today’s conservative me-
dia did not exist back then, nor did the new social 
media that he has mastered so well.   

Yet still, the left’s power over America’s char-
acter- and culture-forming institutions remains 
overwhelming. It dominates public schools and 
teachers unions, mainstream churches, college 
and university faculties, media and entertainment, 
TV and film. 

What is taking place in the West today might be 
described as a struggle between the capital and 
the country it rules. England voted to leave the 
EU; London voted to remain.  

In the last analysis, Kennedy was surely right. 
People who see the policies they have voted for 
rejected again and again, by the very elites they 
defeated, will inevitably turn to other means to 
preserve what they have. 

The “yellow vest” protests in Paris show us 
that. H 
—— 

Pat Buchanan is a writer, political commentator, and presidential can-
didate. He is the author of Nixon’s White House Wars: The Battles That Made 
and Broke a President and Divided America Forever and previous titles in-
cluding The Greatest Comeback: How Richard Nixon Rose From Defeat to 
Create the New Majority, Suicide of a Superpower: Will America Survive 
to 2025? and Churchill, Hitler and the Unnecessary War, all of which are 
available from AFP’s BOOKSTORE. 

COPYRIGHT CREATORS SYNDICATE, 2019
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Two Impressive, Non-GMO, 
Non-Chinese Vitamin C Products 
from AFP Whole Body Vitamins

Cardio-C Pauling-Therapy 
Vitamin C Drink Mix 

 
Cardio-C™ (Pauling-therapy) Drink Mix provides Linus 
Pauling's specific vitamin C and lysine recommendations 
for the prevention and treatment of chronic cardiovascular 
disease. Vitamin C is China-FREE™Quali-C.® The pleasant 
tasting Cardio-C drink mix powder provides 30 servings 
and a scoop. The formula includes the important amino 
acid proline. No excipients. Add one or 2 scoops to a tall 
glass of water and reap the benefits. 
 
1 to 2 jars Cardio-C Pauling-Therapy Drink Mix recom-
mended per month. Two jars provides Nobel Prize winner 
Linus Pauling's minimum therapeutic amounts of both vi-
tamin C and lysine. 
 
1-2 jars per month recommended. $40 per jar. 

Add $4 S&H in the U.S. per order.  
 

ALL-C Vitamin C Capsules 
(Quali-C®, non-Chinese) 

 
ALL-C Vitamin C Capsule product is a top-notch DSM 
Quali-C® vitamin C in plant-based capsules. Ascorbyl 
palmitate (another form of vitamin C) is the only filler 
which is required for manufacturing.   
Take advantage of this opportunity to purchase the best 
vitamin C (non-Chinese) at affordable prices.    
The vitamin C as ascorbic acid and sodium ascorbate made 
from China-FREE™ European Quali-C® is guaranteed “not 
made in China,” is certified GMO-free, and has been 
tested to be 100% corn free. 
 

120 capsules per bottle. $29. 
Add $4 S&H in the U.S. per order.

ORDERING  
Order these products from AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, 
MD 20774 or call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. Please email 
Bookstore@AmericanFreePress.net for S&H to Canada or Mexico. These products are 
researched and manufactured by the Vitamin C Foundation.*   
*The Vitamin C Foundation recommends that every man, woman and child take 1000 mg of vitamin C three times per day (a 
total of 3000 mg per day). The U.S. recommended intake is 60-95 mg per day. The foundation’s recommendation is more than 
30 times what the U.S. Government's National Academy of Sciences recommends (75-90 mg), and 15 times more than what 
the Linus Pauling Institute and the Levin group at the National Institutes of Health recommend (200 mg). Linus Pauling recom-
mended 2 to 6 times the Foundation's vitamin C RDA (6000 to 18,000 mg vitamin C). Always consult a medical professional 
before beginning a regimen of vitamins. 

NOTE: If you don’t want to buy vitamin C from AFP, the only other company we endorse is Carotec Inc. in Naples, Florida.

Though vitamin C is a tried and 
true product, the FDA requires that 

we run the following disclaimer: 
“Statements and products in 
this advertisement have not 
been evaluated by the FDA. 

These products are not intended 
to diagnose, treat, cure, or 

prevent any disease.”

REMOTE CONTROL 
MIND CONTROL 

 
Cutting-edge books and DVDs on the 
weaponization of neuroscience, “Man -
churian Candidates,” the Orwellian sur-
veillance state, and related issues. 
Underground classics & best-sellers. For 
catalog, send $5 (refundable with first 
order) to: Mindscape Bookshop, POB 99, 
Lyons IL 60534.



 
By Donald Jeffries 

 
 

T
his writer was privileged to interview 
Jerome Corsi recently on the weekly ra-
dio show, “I Protest.” Corsi has be-
come embroiled in the “Russiagate” 
nonsense, with inferences that he some-

how “colluded” with shadowy Russians and/or ban-
ished whistleblower Julian Assange. The estab-
lishment contends that Corsi “obstructed justice” 
by destroying or lying about emails.  

“I’m 72 years old and have never committed a 
crime,” Corsi declared. “I don’t have as much as a 
parking ticket to my record.”  

Early on in the interview Corsi said in regard 
to his legal issues, “I can talk about every single 
aspect of it. I intend on exposing [special prose-
cutor Robert] Mueller. I know that they are des-
perate to put me into prison and shut me up.”  

At another point, he declared, “I think my two 
biggest crimes are that I supported Donald 
Trump, and I believe in Jesus Christ. . . . Coming 
from Harvard, that makes me some kind of crim-
inal.”  

Corsi spoke of the two groups of Russians 
Mueller has indicted, none of whom will be com-
ing to America for trial.  

“They’re all just show indictments,” said Corsi.  
He rightly pointed out that most Americans are 

too “dumbed down” to know the difference be-
tween an indictment and a conviction.  

“Why doesn’t Mueller just indict Putin?” Corsi 
asked. “Another Russian who’s never going to 
stand trial.”  

Corsi described as “grueling” the 40 hours, in 

six sessions, that he spent talking with Mueller. 
Corsi set out to cooperate to the best of his abil-
ity, bringing in his laptops and external hard drive, 
which had a “time machine” application.  

“Nothing could be permanently erased,” Corsi 
stated. “It was still in the backup system.”  

Corsi gave them his cell phones, user names, 
and passwords to his email accounts, “anything 
they wanted.”  

“I didn’t lie,” Corsi maintained. “I had memory 
mistakes. With the way they question you, it’s im-
possible not to have memory mistakes. They have 
an eight-inch-thick book with everything from me 
in it. They won’t let you see it.”  

Regarding the plea deal offered him, Corsi said, 
“I just could not bring myself to swear to God that 
I committed a crime I didn’t commit.”  

The plea deal was hardly lenient anyhow. For a 
full year, if Corsi said or wrote anything they did-
n’t like, he could be brought back before a judge 
and “get five years or whatever in prison.”  

Corsi told them, “If that’s what America has 
come to, then take a 72-year-old guy and throw 
me in prison. I’ll die in prison. I’m not going to lie 
to save my hide.”   

He added, “Our government has become the 
George the Third that our founding fathers re-
belled against, on steroids. If the government is 
saying something, my first assumption is they’re 
lying.”  

He likened the “abusive techniques” of Ameri-
can investigators to those of the KGB or Gestapo.  

The mainstream media has peddled the ridicu-
lous “Russiagate” story, which is a twisted foster 
child of the very real corruption revealed in DNC 
emails, exposing efforts to undermine the presi-
dential campaign of Bernie Sanders, in order to 

benefit Deep State favorite Hillary Clinton. There 
was the corresponding murder of young DNC 
staffer Seth Rich, whom Assange all but named 
as the leaker of the emails involved.  

Corsi is determined to fight the absurd allega-
tions, declaring that the cause of freedom has 
“been paid for with the lives and blood of a lot of 
patriots.”  

Corsi said he authorized Mueller and his team 
to get his phone records.  

“Mueller doesn’t have a crime,” he said. “They 
have invented a crime—collusion with Russia.”  

The real reason for the show trial, said Corsi, 
was that Mueller was out to get Donald Trump in-
dicted or impeached from the beginning and was 
only looking for evidence to fit his predetermined 
conclusion that the president is a criminal.  

Corsi is not some predictable right-wing zealot. 
He went to Harvard and wrote his dissertation on 
the right of The New York Times and The Wash-
ington Post to publish the “Pentagon Papers,” the 
lengthy report that was leaked by Daniel Ellsberg 
to the media and showed how the U.S. had en-
gaged in a secret war in Vietnam and Cambodia 
unbeknownst to the American people. 

Full disclosure: Corsi has written blurbs for all 
of this writer’s books, including Survival of the 
Richest: How the Corruption of the Marketplace 
and the Disparity of Wealth Created the Great-
est Conspiracy of All, not exactly standard con-
servative reading.  

The idea that Corsi, or Roger Stone, or Steve 
Bannon, or Paul Manafort, or Donald Trump him-
self, “colluded” with Russia to deny Hillary Clin-
ton the presidency ought to be scoffed at by even 
the most gullible members of the public. America 
has a long history of voting fraud, from “Land-
slide” Lyndon Johnson and his dead demographic 
base to the widespread corruption exposed in the 
Collier Brothers’ book Votescam. The Russians 
had nothing to do with any of that.  

Corsi’s legal case demonstrates that legal and 
political persecution are alive and well in this 
country. ★

Deep State Targets Corsi 
Over Russiagate Rubbish
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CORSI

Ship of Fools 
  

NEW!  In Ship of Fools, Tucker Carlson offers 
a blistering critique of our new overlords. 
Traditional liberals are gone, he writes. The 
patch ouli-scented hand-wringers who worried 
about whales and defended free speech have 
been replaced by globalists who hide their hard-
edged economic agenda behind the smoke-
screen of identity politics. They’ll outsource your 
job while lecturing you about transgender bathrooms. Left and right, Carl-
son says, are no longer meaningful categories in America. “The rift is be-
tween those who benefit from the status quo, and those who don’t.” Our 
leaders are fools, Carlson concludes, “unaware that they are captains of a 
sinking ship.” But in the signature and witty style that viewers of Tucker Carl-
son Tonight have come to enjoy, his book answers the all-important ques-

tion: How do we put the country back on course? Hardback, 256 pages, $28 plus $6 S&H inside the U.S. 
from AFP BOOKSTORE, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. Call AFP toll 
free at 1-888-699-6397 to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. See www.AmericanFreePress.net for more uncensored 
books and videos.

How a Selfish 
Ruling Class 
Is Bringing 
America to 
the Brink of 
Revolution



What’s tragic about the case of Ne-
vada rancher Cliven Bundy, in addition 
to the persecution he and his family 
have endured at the hands of the gov-
ernment, is their appeal to the very in-
strument responsible for their perse-
cution: the Constitution, and in par-
ticular, the Fifth Amendment that pro-
vides for the government confisca-
tion (theft) of private property via its 
fraudulent claim to eminent domain, 
property taxes, and public lands both 
federal and state alike. 

TED R. WEILAND 
Wyoming 

 

And Now for the Truth . . . 
 
Mark Anderson’s article titled “Sen. 

Rand Paul Puts a Hold on Israeli Hand-
out” in AFP’s Dec. 31 & Jan. 7 issue was 
welcome news to all patriots, who 
oppose the massive foreign aid pack-
age awarded to the tyrannical rogue 
state of Israel. Paul’s bill (S. 2497) 
places a hold on the massive military 
aid package conceived by the close as-
sociates of former President Barack 
Obama. This late move by the Obama 
administration completely debunks 
the propaganda of establishment con-
servatives that Obama was an enemy 
of Israel. 

JORDAN GOLLUB 
Mississippi 

 

Make Mexico Pay for It 
 
Why does nobody hold President 

Donald Trump to his campaign prom-
ise to build the wall and have Mexico 
pay for it? He’s shut down the govern-
ment because Congress won’t fund the 
wall he promised Mexico would pay 
for. Does he really want to fulfill his 
promise or not? He just wants to 
blame the Democrats for stonewalling. 
He should have just shut down the bor-

der until Mexico forked over the bucks. 
His strategy is just plain dumb.  

The wall would be totally unneces-
sary if we would just stop giving free 
stuff—actually stolen stuff from the 
taxpayers’ pockets—to anyone who 
shows up with a hand out.  

The government shutdown is just a 
way to hurt Americans to make a 
point: Make America Scrape Again. 

ROGER SLEMMER 
Minnesota 

 

Trump Not the Real Deal  
[In regard to the article by Dr. Kevin 

Barrett in the Dec. 31 & Jan. 7 issue], if 
Donald Trump were the real deal he 
would abolish the illegal and usurious 
Federal Reserve System, the personal in-
come tax, and the IRS, and he would be-
gin printing our own money interest-free, 
as mandated by the Constitution Article 
1, Section 8—“Congress has the sole 
power to coin money, regulate the val-

ue thereof, and of foreign coin, and fix 
the standard of weights and measures.” 

HENRY RAST 
Pennsylvania 

 

America-First Foreign Policy 
 
In the Holy Bible, James 4:4, we read 

that friendship with the world is enmity 
with God. Whosoever therefore is a 
friend of the world is the enemy of God. 

President George Washington 
warned a young America, “There can 
be no greater error than to expect, or 
calculate upon, real favors from nation 
to nation.” 

America should especially shun re-
lations with the Islamic world, or with 
any other religion-driven foreign 
regimes. The Constitution’s First 
Amendment religious establishment 
clause states, “Congress shall make no 
law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free practice 
thereof. . . .” Note that the language of 

this amendment is absolute, and no 
stipulation is given, whether domestic 
or foreign policy is meant here. 

When Congress votes to give foreign 
aid to an Islamic country where prac-
tice of other religions is curtailed—if 
not totally prohibited—then, it vio-
lates this First Amendment language. 
It certainly does make a law, respect-
ing establishment and free practice of 
religion. 

LAWRENCE K. MARSH 
Maryland 

 

Minimum Wage Hurts  
Why are millions of U.S. jobseekers 

with limited education, experience, 
and talent by law denied jobs? I’m re-
ferring to the minimum wage here. 
Does the Constitution somehow re-
quire insult be added to injury? 

Minimum wage laws certainly make 
vulnerable citizens worse off and 
longer-lasting unemployment guaran-
teed. But it helps build socialism, if 
that’s what we desire. It makes people 
dependent on government—an ulti-
mate socialist goal. 

With all the homeless tents showing 
up everywhere, would not some of 
these street dwellers gladly accept an 
honest low-paying job once in a 
while—if it were permitted by law? 

GUNNAR UNNELAND 
Washington
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Constitution Not Helping the Bundys

Send Us Your Opinion  
Write: Letters Editor, AFP, 16000 Trade 

Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 
20774. Send your emails to editor@ameri-
canfreepress.net. Note: Please leave your 
phone number in your letter and, if possible, 
we will call you.

Letters
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Some of the topics covered in 
this 132-page issue of DTJ  
Why the State Hates Conspiracy 

BY JOSEPH E. GREEN   
Hammarskjöld, Lumumba, & JFK 

BY JAMES DIEUGENIO   
FDR and Japan—August 1941 

BY DOUGLAS P. HORNE   
The Legacy of “Deep Throat” 

BY JIM HOUGAN   
The Deep State in the Big Easy: 

A Profile of Jim Garrison 
BY WILLIAM DAVY  

Fake News Is a Real Thing 
BY LISA PEASE   

The Assassination of Malcolm X 
BY KARL EVANZZ   

Abe Lincoln’s Awful Precedents 
BY DONALD JEFFRIES   

The Democracy Illusion 
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D
eep Truth Journal (DTJ) is the magazine 
that will make the state-sponsored talk-
ing heads, court historians, and textbook 
conglomerates rethink what they’ve done 
throughout their comfortable careers. It’s 

the journal that is set to blow the lid off the histor-
ical establishment by challenging it with facts, eye-
witness testimony, and biting commentary in an ef-
fort to offer an alternative to the status quo. 

Don’t let the cozy academics define truth for 
you. Go deeper and get history resolved with Deep 
Truth Journal.  

In this 132-page inaugural issue of DTJ, we have 
gathered together some of the most respected his-
torical and political researchers ever assembled in 
one publication. 

• James DiEugenio’s feature on JFK, Dag Ham-
marskjöld, and Patrice Lumumba examines the crises 
and deaths of three men out to change the future of 
Africa. Deep State actors didn’t want the Congo to be 
truly independent, as the theft of its mineral wealth 
was enriching colonial powers who didn’t want to see 
the contents of this treasure chest going to the peo-
ple of the Congo. Were they all assassinated to pro-
tect Deep State profits? DiEugenio reveals the truth. 

• William Davy profiles Jim Garrison, who in 
1969 prosecuted the only trial attempting to resolve 
the murder of President Kennedy. Find out how Gar-
rison’s investigation unfolded and who he believed 
was deeply involved in the assassination of JFK. 

• Malcolm X was assassinated in 1965. But were 
Deep State actors involved? Renowned African-Amer-
ican journalist and author Karl Evanzz delves into the 
intelligence community’s involvement in the murder 
of Malcolm X and how his “timely death” solved a se-
rious problem for the Deep State.  

• Researcher Douglas Horne details FDR’s plan 

to lure the Japanese to Pearl Harbor, incorporating 
new research on this day of infamy and death. 

• Political conspiracy expert Jim Hougan looks 
deeper into the identity of Watergate’s “Deep 
Throat” while Lisa Pease exposes the CIA’s nefarious 
connections to the mainstream media and why this 
is such a problem for American democracy today. 

• In “Why the State Hates Conspiracy,” respected 
investigator Joseph Green questions why the media 
covers the stories it does while ignoring important 
topics much more vital to our futures. 

Our inaugural edition of DTJ also includes John 
Potash on the sabotage of the candidacies of Bernie 
Sanders and Donald Trump by the Deep State, Don-
ald Jeffries’s critical view of Abraham Lincoln and 
his police state, S.T. Patrick’s look at the censoring 
of college professors and the state of free speech at 
institutions of higher learning today. Also included 
are columns by Richard Bartholomew and Randolph 
Benson, as well as features on the mysterious mur-
der of Seth Rich and the myths of American history 
that still cloud our understanding of the past. 

Currently, DTJ is scheduled for two issues per 
year, but your enthusiasm for this kind of previ-
ously censored information can make the differ-
ence. Support DTJ’s efforts by buying a copy for 
yourself and additional copies for friends and fam-
ily. Purchase copies for libraries and universities. 
Help us break through the blockade on the truth. 
Copies of DTJ are $15 each. Please include $4 S&H 
per copy for addresses inside the U.S. Outside the 
U.S. you must add $25 S&H for one copy. 

 AFP is handling DTJ’s fulfillment, so call them 
toll free at 1-888-699-6397 to charge or send an order 
to AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper 
Marlboro, MD 20774. Email the editorial staff with 
comments at deeptruthjournal@gmail.com.            H

Order Your Copy of Deep Truth Journal Here!
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$4 S&H on orders up to $25. Add $6 S&H on orders from $25.01 to $50. Add $8 S&H from 
$50.01 to $75. Add a flat $10 S&H on orders over $75. Outside the U.S. please email Book-
store@americanfreepress.net for international S&H.)  
o Renew my AFP U.S.A. subscription for one year at $59 and send me a copy 
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Have You Gotten You Copy OF 
DEEP TRUTH JOURNAL?

The first edition of Deep Truth Journal (DTJ) has 
arrived and is ready to send to all who are interested 
in sampling this new publication. Loaded with im-
portant articles from a bevy of highly respected his-
torical researchers, this 132-page, illustrated edition 
is just $15 plus $4 S&H inside the U.S. To order, 
send payment to AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, 
Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774 or call toll free 
at 1-888-699-6397 to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5. 
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